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Abstract
Theoretical and experimental investigations of upper atmosphere_ dynamics
t	 have been pursued under this grant for almost two decades. This final re-
port presents a brief overview of the significant contributions made to the
understanding of the dynamics of the earth's upper atmosphere, including
the addition of winds and diffusion to the semi-empirical Global Reference
Atmospheric Model developed for the design phase of the Space Shuttle,
reviews of turbulence- in the lower thermosphere, the dynamics of the equa-
torial mesopause, and stratospheric War ming effects on menopause level
^s
dynamics, and the relevance of these studies to the proposed Middle Atmo-
sphere Program (1982-85), The report ends with a chronological bibliography,
including abstracts, of all papers published under this grant. 	 4
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aCHAPTER I
A__.
Overview
a
In the early sixties, the foremost technique for the measurement of
l wind profiles in the lower thermosphere was the rocket released chemical
vapor trail.	 The early work performed under this grant consisted of the
development of techniques for the accurate measurement of trail position
with time ( based on triangulation against the stellar background from two
or more ground based camera sites), and lead to the determination of wind
and wind shear profiles, gravity wave and turbulence spectra, and represent-
s
= ative turbopause heights.	 In the mid and late sixties, better models ex-
plaining the turbulence observed evolved, supported by concurrent interpre-
tation of wind shears in the 80 to 100 kilometer height range, measured by
the multi-station meteor wind radar technique.	 The cascade of energy from
the diurnal tide to gravity waves to turbulence was proposed at this time,
and subsequently verified by others.
a
Work on turbulence in the lower thermosphere continued through the
early seventies, culminating in the review presented here as Chapter III.
r	 .,
Also during the early seventies, the space shuttle reentry model atmo-
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t	 shpere, and its extension to a-wind and diffusion model, were developed.
This Global Reference Atmospheric Model (GRAM) is available on magnetic
tape, and has been widely used both within and outside NASA. The model 	
a
r	 describes pressure, density, temperature and winds as monthly means and
variances (details in Chapter II).
Funds from this grant have been used in support of the analysis and
interpretation of winds from the Georgia Tech Radio Meteor Wind Facility.
¢,	
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This is the only continuously operating meteor wind radar in the world which
produces height/time profiles of winds in the 80 to 100 km height range (a
sample of the prevailing winds, zonal and meridional, for the period August
r
' 1 74	 August 1 75 is presented as Figure 6 in Chapter VII, paper b).
Mesospheric and lower thermospheric dynamics have been investigated
(Chapter IV), and more recently, in cooperation with the French National
Center for Telecommunications Studies (CNET), the dynamics of the equatorial
mesopause (Chapter V).
Of particular interest to meteorologists and aeronomers in recent years
has been the delineation of the coupling between various height ranges
within the atmosphere. One obvious source of this coupling is to be found
s
in random internal atmospheric gravity waves. Their contribution to vertical
i,
mixing in the stratosphere and mesosphere has been investigated, and is de -
tailed in Chapter VI
More recently, the effects of winter polar stratospheric warmings on
,y
the rirrulatinn at midlatituA p mp Rnnausp 1 pvale has hpp n ctiuliarl_ and nrp_
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CHAPTER< II
{	 The Global Reference Atmospheric Model
Although theGlobal Reference Atmospheric Model (GRAM) was developed
s
as a thermodynamic variable model in support of the design phase of the
Space Shuttle by a grant from NASA Huntsville, part of its subsequent evo-
lution into a wind and diffusion int?d ? vas supported under this grant.
GRAM is a computer program, available on magnetic tape, which combines 	
s
; the 4-D model of Spiegler and Fowler (1972) (0-25 km), a development of the
s^ Groves (1971) model	 (for the region between 30 and 90 km), and the Jacchia
x r^
(1970) model	 (115-700 km).	 Smooth transitions between these models are
1
accomplished with a-fairing technique ( 90-115 km) and an interpolation
G. scheme (25-30 km) .
In addition to monthly mean values of pressure, density, temperature
?.
IL and winds, two types of perturbation are evaluated:
	
quasi-biennial	 (QBO)
and random.	 For further details of this model, see "A Global Reference
y	 f' .
- Atmospheric Model	 for Surface to Orbital Altitudes" by C. G. Justus, R. G.
Roper, Arthur Woodrum and 0. E. Smith, Journal of Applied Meteorology, 15,
3-9,	 1976...
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CHAPTER II1
Turbulence in the Lower Thermosphere
a
(Chapter 7 of "The Upper Atmosphere and Magnetosphere," published by
v..;:
the Geophysics Research Board of the National Academy of Sciences, Washington,
j D.C.,	 1977),
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7.1	 PROLOGUE	 Ibis chapter concentrates on the region known as thei
A
a
A static, or motionless, atmosphere can be adequately
over thermosphere, between the mesopause at approxi-
mately 80 km, where the atmosphere is always mixed, and
` described on a macroscopic scale by three parameters; the altitude of 130 km, where diffusive separation is
pressure, temperature, and composition. If the atmo always observed. `n
sphere were macroscopically motionless for a sufficiently Cur knowledge of mixing processes in the upper at-
long time (its molecules in purely random motion), one mosphere has been accumulated mostly in the years since
would find a decrease in mean molecular weight with World War 11. While the lower thermosphere has been
altitude, the lighter species having separated from the probed for decades using radio techniques, detailed E
heavier species by the process of molecular diffusion, knowledge of W structure has only come with the use of
Such aprocess is not observed in the earth 's atmosphere rocket soundings.
until one reaches an altitude of from 100 to 110 km; rp to Before considering the Techniques of measurement of
this altitude the mean molecular weight remains approx- mixing processes in the upper atmosphere and the inter-
imately constant. This comes about because the earth 's pretation of those measurements, a definition of "mixing
' atmosphere is not motionless on a macroscopic scale but process" is appropriate. On a global scale, the atmosphere
is continually miw ! by atmospheric turbulence and can be said to be mixed by the transport of constituents
large—tale circulation. The beginning of diffusive separa . from one location to another by large-scale wind systems.
lion at 100-110 km does not mean that there are no winds This mixing is important. Here, however, we will concern
to cause turbulence and mixing above these altitudes but -	 ourselves with more localized mixing, usually brought
rather that at such low densities molecular diffusion rates about in the free atiosphere by shears In the wind system
are much greater than thewind-induced mixing rates. and called ab:^ospheriE turbulence. A turbulent atmo-
X,.
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„ sphere is mixed at rotes often hundreds or more fence tropospheric scattering of very high•frcquency radar;
faster than its molecules .,an diffuse by means of their waves, Booker and Cohen ( 1056) attempted to explain the
thermal motions, and thus turbulence can be very effec- fading observed on long -duration meteor echoes in terms 1i five in maintaining homogeneity in an atmosphere tam- of turbulence in the neutral atmosphere at E•rVgion al.
posed of seve ral molecular species; hr ove the term titudes, From their data, they de'duce'd that energy was
T ` homospbere" is often applied to describe the homoge- extracted from the large-scale Hind motions at meteor
neous atmosphere, with the heterosphere above, The altitudes and dissipated of a rate i - 25 %%*/kg. While the
Aw level at which turbulent mixing ceases to be effective underlying theory was sound, their paper was attacked onis sometimes referred to as the homopause, but here we the basis of the. it interpretation of the echo-fading pro.i will use the term turbopause cess,
In addition la mixing the atmosphere, locally intensive In the late 1950 'x, the chemical -release rocket tech.
turbulence also causes local heating, Turbulence is dis- pique was perfected and used to introduce a visible
t
sipativc, extracting energy front 	 total flow and trans- tracer, initially sodium, into the atmosphere over the i
t(erring it by a cascading process to scales so small that the altitude range 80 to 200 km, Stich a release, made at
random motion of the molecules, which determines the twilight while the trail was illuminated by sunlight and
g temperature, is increased. Thus turbulence in the lower the ground was in darkness, could be photographed from
thermosphere is important because its Intensity affects several cmnera sites on the ground, and a time series of
both the relative concentrations of constituents of the exposures recorded simultaneously could be used for
thermosphere and the heat budget in the lower thermo. triangulation of the release, thus detennining its motion
sphere. The source of the turbulent energy resides uiti- with time, Winds could be determined for as long as tfu-
mately in the lower atmosphere, and this energy is trans- trail remained visible, sometimes for as long as 15 min. i
ferred to the thermosphere by the upward propagation of Since the early 1960's, trimethyl aluminum (TMA), which
r internal atmospheric gravity waves and tidwl winds (see reacts with atomic o.^ ygen in the ambient atmosphere to
Chapters 8 and 9), produce products that not only scatter sunlight but also
glow in the dark (making nighttime as well as twilight
measurements possible), has been used in addition to i
7s2 INTRODUCTION sodium. For daylight releases in particular, lithium has
been used.
A
A
In the parlance of ionospheric physicists, the lower then- One outstanding feature of these trails is the fact that
mosphere is known as the E region. The E region has below an altitude of some 105 km flee release is " )bvi- Al
been probed from the ground almost since the inception ously turbulent," whereas above that altitude the trail
of radio, In particular, irregularities in the structure of the expands smoothly, as it should tinder the action of
ionization that produces reflections of radio waves at this molecular diffusion alone, Considerable controversy still
altitude have been observed for decades. Because these exists over the interpretation of data from rocket -released
irregularities could be observed only through reflection vapor trails as evidence for turbulence of the ambient
from the continually changing ambient ionization imbed- atmosphere, Some interpretations of sodium vapor trails,
ded in theneutral atmosphere, their interpretation in for example, have led to anomalous results that are
terns of the turbulent structure of the neutral atmosphere thought to be related to the energetics of the thennite
was highly speculative. However, in the early 1950's, a bum used to produce the sodium vapor. However, In-
technique was devised that enabled the characteristics of terpretation of the breakup of vapor trails below what has
E the neutral atmosphere to be determined by direct obser• become known as the turbopause is not the only evidence
a vabon of relatively well understood radio reflectors—the for the existence of turbulence at these altitudes. Theoret- r
ionized trails formed by meteorted entering the earth 's ical studies of the atmospheric beat budget in the high
x atmosphere, atmosphere by Johnson and Gottlieb ( 1970), for example,
Measurements of the radio-frequency Doppler shifts require vertical diffusivities below the turbopause that
produced as meteor trails were blown along by the neu- are much larger than molecular. Calculations of the dif.
tral winds between 80 and 100 km (the altitude range over fusivities	 responsible for the	 measured	 constituents
which most meteorites bum up in the earth's atmosphere) above the turbopause also require similar values of dif-
were, and still are, used to provide knowledge of the fusivity	 below	 the	 turbopause;	 composition	 mea-
neutral wind and its variation in both height and time. At surements made using rocketbome mass spectrometers
the same time, considerable progress was being made by show the level of diffusive separation to be considerably
scientists working in the analysis and interpretation of higher than would be the case in a nonturbulent atmo-
atmospheric turbulence in the troposphere. The interpre- sphere. Further, a completely different class of mea.
i .. tation was assisted in no small measure by the progress surements, based on the shearing of radio meteor trails by d
t made in turbulence theory, in particular by Batchelor's the winds in the SO- to 100 -km region rather than the
(1953) Thcory of Homogeneous Turbulence. After this fading of individual meteor echoes, yields values consis-
theory was applied successfully to the explanation of the tent with those deduced from vapor-trail observations,
ii
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e	 7.3 THE INTERPRETATION OFI	 MEASUREMENTS	 i
i	 Is it possible for rocket-wake effce4s and chemical energy
t`	 releosed by contaminants (from the thermite canister) to
influence the subsequent dispersion? Certainly. Such 	 !	 S
effects have been documented. For energetic , releases
such as rocket exhausts or large quantities of explosive,
the "release phase" at thermospheric altitudes lasts only
for some 10 sec or less. Figures 7.1 and 7.2 show an 	 !
t
	
	
excellent example of a release phase anomaly in a Tom+
trail, as photographed by the Smithsonian Institution's
Baker-Nunn camera at Woomera, Australia (31° S). Figure 	 t
7.1 shows a portion of the trail 2 sec after release in the
}	 100• to 110•km height vangec vortex shedding on the
a
k
r
FIGURE 7.2 Same as for Figure 7.1, but ti see after releast.,
Note that the release phase instability has been damped out.
right-hand side of the trail is clearly visible. In Figure 7.2,
a frame taken 4 sec later, the effects of this motion have
disappeared. The subsequent breakup of the trail, with
the production of the characteristic `obviously turbulent"
appearance, did not occur until some 30 sec later, as
illustrated in the isodensitrace montages of Figure 7.3.
These unique Baker-Nunn photographs are an example of
the rewards of international cooperation. The Smithso .
nian Institution for many years operated a worldwide
network of Baker•Nu»n cameras for the photographic de.
termination of satellite positions. Relationships between
the satellite station staff and the Australian and British
t.	
...`nom... .. p^.....^.....^ ... 	 ..........^ .. ^.^. ^^^.. _._, —._
FIGURE 7, 1 Portion ors trimethyl aluminum trail 'showing a	 Baker-Nunn camera would be used to photograph the
release phase instability with vortex shedding on the right -hand	 rocket releases when such use did not interfere with the
edge 2 see after release at 103 km,	 primary mission of the observatory. 	 a
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FIGURE 7 .3 Time history of a portion of the trail of Figure 7.2 spewing the initial laminar behavior and subsequent
breakup induced by ambient atmospheric turbulence. Quantitative measurements of dispersion can be made from the
isodensitrace contours. The kink is at an altitude of 102 3 kin. Note that the trail is laminar at +30 sec and that the trail
diameter at this time is greater than the scale of the eddies at +50 see.
The abrupt cutoff in ambient turbulence (the tur-
bopause), which almost always underlies a region of high
wind shear, is illustrated in Figure 7.4. That the break•
down from' obviously laminar" to "obviously turbulent"
represents a dramatic change, easily recognized by visual
inspection of the film, is shown in Figure 7.5, in which
the square of the effective radius of the trail is plotted
against time after release at 105 km. The growth in the
t?rst few seconds after release is an order of magnitude
faster than the subsequent growth up to the time of trail
breakup, and this is regarded as representing the release
phase in which the energetics are definitely nonambient
radius at zero time. However, one can only say that the
growth during this phase could be molecular—the 15
percent error in the determination of the effective radius
from each film frame, and the fact that the trail cross
section is only approximately Caussian, precludes a mea.
surement of the diffusion coefficient to better than a factor
of 3. The spreading due to turbulence commences 33 sec
after release and then proceeds to follow the dispersion
relation predicted by the theory of homogeneous turbu.
lence;
mats
The growth between 8 and 32 sec after release could be
	
r
molecular diffusion of a cloud with an initial radius of 130 	 until, at 54 sec, the trait becomes too irregular fur an
m, i.e., the release produced a cloud with, effectively, this
	
estimate of radius based on a Gaussian distribution to be
Turbufencr in the Uwer Thermorphm
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Points A and 8 are at 106 and 108 km yllitude respectively, 	 0	 1	 2	 3 km.
FIGURE?.A Montage of the behavior of the trail above and below the turbopause. Points A Ond B are at 106 and 108 km, respectively.
Note the transition from laminar to turbulent at A between +23 and +61 sec, This has not occurred at B.
meaningful. floswever, Figure 7.5 does provide two pa-
	 that are responsible for the conversion of the eddy kinetic
wmeters: die effective radius at transition and its time of
	
energy to heat) as
occurrence after release, which should characterize the
small-scale end of the turbulence spectrum. The concept
	
(s,a^sjne
is that until the trail spreads to a size equal to that of the
smallest scale eddies, it is distorted but not spread by the
	 where v is the kinematic viscosity (a measure of molecular
eddies. Thus the scale size at transition is interpreted as
	 diffusivity), and t1 is the scale size in meters 'radian (anus
indicating the size of the smallest eddies,	 the characteristic wavelength of these turbulent eddies is
The most important parameter of any turbulence spec
tnum is e, die rate of dissipation of turbulent energy. In
o d a •1 It	 f	 'e f	 p	 1r e. o ca cu a e s 	 mru	 any se o space- me corre a-
tions, it is necessary to use a model The simplest is that of or
A. Kolmogoroff, as elaborated on by Batchelor. Kol• N ^ too
mogoroffput forward the hypothesis that, in any turbulent
Ilmv field in .which energy is extracted from the large• yscale or mean motion and cascaded to smaller scales
before eventual dissipation at scales where molecular
viscosity becomes important, there exists a range of scales et
sufiiciendy removed from the large-scale anisotropic ed• W'
dies, and yet not appreciably damped by molecular vi s- F
cosity, that is both homogeneous and isotropic. The as- W
sumptions of homogeneity and isotropy inherent in this LL to'
model are open to question in the case of lower thermos
spheric wrbulence, but a considerable amo lrnt of work by
	
several experimenters has shown these assumptions to be
	 TIME (sec)reasonabic, at least for length scales less than l km.
	
Batchelor defines the• basic lengdn parameter of the
	 FIGURE 7 .5 Variation of the square of die radius of the trail of
	
viscous region (that is, the size of the small-scale eddies
	
Figure 7,1 with time after release at 105 km.
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AT litdoi I)	 U.S. Standard Atmosphere Supplements for 1966• The
V (ms sec` u) . clip 10,17 (x • 80.0)l
with : in kilometers, fits the data at the tabulated a6
titudes, The is profile determined in thisway is shown in
Figure 7.6, together with the profile inferred from mea-
surements made by Justus (1967), calculated from the
velocity fluctuations observed on 16 TMA trails. These
values of s and r , have been coupled to produce what can
be regarded as average height-dependent characteristic
length scales qs (= 2 url, in order to express the length
scale in the more usual wavelength notation, meters/
cycle). s)a and to are plotted, together w lift values calcu-
lated from Justus's It profile, in Figures 7 .7 and 7.6,
respectively, Also plotted are the values detenmined from
two Skylark-released TMA-trails photographed by the
Baker-Nunn camera at Woomera at down and dusk on
May 31, 1968,
The similarity in form, and the order of agreement,
between the predicted "average" trail time constants ta•
and tr• (Roper's find Justus's values, respectively) and the
measured values for each of the two releases is surprise
ingly good when one considers the approximations in•
volved in (a) the made) atmosphere viscosity, which is
DISSIPATION RATE
	
(m2tieES),E based on Zn average atmospheric model; (b) the variation,both diurnal and seasonal, in the turbulent dissipation
FIGURE 7,6	 Profiles of the rate of dissipation of turbulent rate, which has been averaged out in the construction of
energy deduced from wind shears measured for 25 trails over the to* and I, profiles; and (c) the fact that, while the
Wallops Island (38' N) by Roper (1966b) and from the dispersion
of is timilor tiumbet of trails over E glin Air Force Base (29' N) by
Justus ( 1067), The upper scale gives a measure of the atmrr
l spheric heating resulting from turbulent dissipation.
^a
2-,M). Batchelor also defines a characteristic time constant 105-
' 11 corresponding to this unit length scale such that f	 ^
I
r) @ (r,r,)11. 100-E
r V is the lifetime of the smallest eddies, essentially the
time required for their dissipation by molecular viscosity. es '
Combining these two equations to eliminate q yields ►- l
t o	 (r/e)in so -
In terns of the length scale rl, INFERRED MICROSCALE
95 re	 y	 Q. SLr61 MORNING
a Ot  (3 5062 EVENING
In terms of the time scale t o ,. a010 ...20	 30 40	 60. 9010O	 200 300 .00 600 800
a o:to-r KOLMOGOROFF MICOSCALE,w)(m)
Wind shears have been used to calculate the variation FIGURE 7
.7	 The variation. with altitude of the Kolmogoroff
and	 infenred from the turbulent
s ht of the rate of dissipation of turbulent energywith ,heig
	 p	 fly
micvoes of	 ig	 6.	
shown	
es Inf need
profiles of Figure 7 ,G. Also  arc the micross •alrs inferred(Roper, 1966b). The kinematic viscosity v maybe deter- from the May 1968 trails, r; is the Gaussian radius of the
;._ mined from the viscosity and density published in the evening trail at the time of onset oftrail breakup. t•.
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FIGURE 7 .8 The variation with altitude of the time constant of
the Koltriagoroff microscale for the a profiles of Figure 7.6 and
the May 1%8 trails,
parameter t I appears to be a measure of the time token for
trail breakup to occur, it is not clear why it should be.
The definition of n is a mathematical expedient charac-
terizing the scale sizefor turbulence at which viscous
dissipation becomes `important, There is no obvious rea-
suit WhV either ri or V should be physically measurable
feawv'» of the motion, Nevertheless, the close similarity
in the shapes of the to curves strongly indicates that the
time delay III 	 onset of turbulence should be related to
the time constant of the Kolmogoroff microscale. Fur•
thermore, douse observations suggest a reason why the
tutbopause, defined as the boundary between flee regions
that break up and those that remain laminar, should
manifest itself so abruptly. Above 105 km, die time con.
slant N for the onset of turbulence increases so rapidly
with altitude that the trail is not, in general, observed fora
sufficient length of time for visible breakup tip occur..
Attempts have been made to explain the existence of
the turbopause in tents of  critical value of some pamm•
eter, generally the Reynolds number R, or the Richardson
number II I. These attempts have met with marginal suer
cess at best, partly because of the difficulty in defining
the characteristic lengths that occur in these parameters
and partly because it is not evident a priori what critical
value the parameter should have at the turlircupause, With.
out a detailed knowledge of the temperature gradient at
0.25, while turbulent flows brtmme'laminar when it, r1.
While the mean (undisturbed) atmospheric temperature
profile is pertinent to the breakdown from laminar to
turbulent flow, once turbulence is established its cessa•
tion will depend on die temperature gruOtrit as modified
by the turbulence. As yet, there is no technique available
for measuring such temperature gradients in the lower
thermosphere.
Another error that has often been made in attempting to
explain turbulence in Uue lower thermosphere is the as•
sumptiun that the turbapause corresponds to on altitude
at which turbulence ceases abruptly. The results pre•
sented here, on the contrary, show that the turbopause is
the altitude at which the time constant of the Kohnvgorolf
microscale of the turbulence increases very rapidly with
altitude, This viewpoint resolves the paradox that regions
above the tutbopause, which were thought of as nontur-
bulent, have diffusion coefficients based on the measured
laminar trail growth that ate greater than molecular. We
now sae that turbulence dues exist above the turbopause
but that its efficacy in transport relative to molecular
diffusion decreases with attitude, At an altitude of 130
km, die contribution of turbulence to diffusivity is insig-
nificant, even though its absolute value may be as large as
it Is at the turbopause,
The rate of dissipation of turbulent energy may also be
calculated from % the length scale at which eddy diffu-
sion becomes effective, However, since this length de-
pends critically on the shape of the cloud (the assumed
Gaussian variation across the cloud h rarely realized in
practice below the turbopause) avid because t a TO. Rees
et al, (1072) chose to ttse the relatively precisely deter•
mined t o values to calculate the variation of c with height,
This is shown for a pair of dawn and dusk releases above
Woornera (30' S) on May 31, 1968, in Figure 7.9. Note that
`s
WOOMERA,3105
0 AM.S1"Ttm
	
d
O ♦ r,S1 Ms.nu1
0
r
i
the scale characteristic of the vertical mixing process (a
few hundred meters or less), the Richardson number just
cannot he specified, Johnson (1975) has considered the 0,0	 01
relative importance of buoyancy and dissipation in some 01661DATION. RATE,9tit'soe")
detail, referring particularly to the work of]. D. Woods, FIGURE 7 .9	 Estimates of did Tate of dissipation of turbulent
who determined that there was hysteresis inthe - energy a from the time of once: of turbulence for the release of
criterion-laminar flows become turbulent when R,s May 1968.
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the turbopause is higher in the evening than in the
morning and that tilt higher turbopause is associated with
a greater overall turbulent Inteositv. This substantiates
the suggestion of a variation in midlatitude turbopause
height made by Elford and Pf ,pvr (1967), which was
based an seasonal variations in turbulent intensity at 93
kin as determined 
train 
the wind shear measured simul-
taneously on individual radio meteor trails,
The results from tuo furtherTVIA releases made above
Woomera at dawn on October 16 and dusk on October 17,
1969, are presented in Figure 7,10, For this pair of trails,
the turbulent intensity is higher in the morning than in
the evening--opposite to the May IWA releases, This
diurnal variation with season is the same as that measured
for the large-scale turbulent velocity component hom
radio meteor winds at Adelaide (3V S)• These October
releases are of particular Interest in that they Show alter-
nating laminar and turbulent regions similar to those
previously reported by Blamont,and Band (1967), The
various lavers Observed in these releases do not seem to
be quite so simply related to the wind profile as those of
Blamont and Barat. However, the regions of prolonged
laminar behavior all seem to be located at altitudes where
the wind shear is high,
In an attempt to explain %%-by turbulence in the lower
thermosphere Should be stratified at times, and why in
fall an ostensibly highly stable region of the earth's at-
musphere should be turbulent at all, Lloyd el at. (1972)
proposed a model in which random internal gravity waves
produce turbulence accompanied by a considerable mod-
ification of the temperature profile. The creation of tent,
perature inversions by turbulence is commonplace in the
troposphere, It Is proposed that a similar effect occurs In
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FIGURE 7.10 Same Or for Figure 7.9 but for the releases of
October 1969. Note the presence of turbulent "sheets" alternal-
Ing with laminar layers. Diurnally averaged dissipation rates for
the month of October 1961 (Elford avid Roper, 1967) and October
1969 (MeAvaney, 1970) as measured by the radio-meteor tech-
nique at Adelaide (35' S) are shown for comparison.
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the more stable lower thermospht-re, with pull of the
vertical component of the girwity-wave velocity as the
Source,
 of the turbulent energy, Iftandom, internal gravity
waves propagate at a significalill Single to the vertical, then
thei
r
 Vertical velocit
y
 component will be able 
to 
vontn-
bute to the destabilization of the stably stratified lower
thermosphere (Hodges, 1967). Similar destabilization
mechanisms have been disturbed for the oceans by Phil.
Ups (1971) and for the lower stratosphere by Roach (1070)
Radio meteor studies have already established that gray
ity waves are the source of the turbulent energy In the
lower diennosphere. This has been confirmed quite in-
dependently In radio•meteor studies by Spizzichino
(1972) and by Blamorst and Burat (1967) through observa•
dons of chemical releases.
The lower thermosphere is stabilized against vertical
motion by the mean temperature gradient; above the
mesupause near 80 lon the mean temperahire increases
with height. By equaling the work done in the vertical
displacement of a parcel of gas to the fraction Of the
vertical component of the gravity-wavt spectrum that is
responsible for the measured turbulence spectrum, Lloyd
et at. deduced the modification of the mean temperature
profile that would be produced by the turbulence mea-
sured on the October 16 trail in the height range 104 to
110 lour An Isodensitrace montage of this portion of tile
trail is shown in Figure 7.11. The choice of the turbulent
layers within which the analysis can be applied is some-
what subjective, being based on regions where growth is
"obviously" different from that above and below.
The solid liner, of Figure 7,12 show the results of the
application of the Lloyd et at. model to each of the layers
delineated In Figure 7.11. The dashed lines are necessary
for profile continuity and must represent laminar sheets.
Because of the discontinuous nature of the determination
of the modified profile and the forced fitting of the mid-
point temperatures, the magnitudes of the positive and
negative gradients are open to question, However, it is
interesting to note that the existence of similar gradients
in the lower stratosphere, a region of similar mean-
temperature gradient, is well documented from aircraft
observatious, as can be seen from the project HICAT de-
termination shown in Figure 7,13 from Mitchell and Pro-
phet (1969), Unfortunately, the flight of an aircraft at
constant attitude cannot reveal a height profile of turbu-
lence, but at least in the encounter with CAT (clear air
turbulence) at 21 km, the temperature profile has been
modified in a manner consistent with the present model.
Several deficiencies exist in the model, since the finite
time constants of the processes involved (the period of the
destabilizing gravity wave, for example) have not been
considered. The basic energy-budget equation can be
made more general by the inclusion of terms describing
energy sinks (e,g,. beat conduction). One promising
model being developed uses the reversible heating as-
sociated with propagating gravity waves (Hines, 1965) as
the initial destabilizing energy. Even with this criticism,
the above sernitmpirical approach allows deduction of
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FIGURE 7.12 Theoretical morning temperature structure de-
duced from the profile of Figure 7.11.
ancy between the diffiision coefficients calculated from
the growth of rocket-released tracers and those inferred
from measurements of' diffusive separation and atmo-
spheric beat-budget calculations, %Vith the discovery that
the turbulence responsible for the enhanced diffusivity of
chemical releases in the lower thermosphere was highly
N
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FIGURE 7.11	 1 sodensitrace of portion of the morning trall of 6
October 16,1969, 50 see after release, showing the division into Z
laminar and turbulent layers, Altitudes are shown in kilometers. W
many reasonable properties ofthe atmosphere, In particu- &
lar, the model counters the objections raised to the exis.
tence of turbulence in what ostensibly is a highly stable
region; the presence of turbulence itself tends to de. %%
stabilization by modification of the temperature profile, \%
Vp to this point, major emphasis has been placed on the
fundamental parameter Ir, the fate of dissipation of turbu . Is
lent energy. There is an equally important although not so
easily defined parameter, K,, the coefficient of turbulent
Ad	 d im-s-	 In the vertical	 whi,,b is the trans art .1	 M5e y	 r
parameter incorporated in all one-dimensional models of 	 TEMPERATURE(K)
the chemistry and constituents of the lower thermo-	 FIGURE 7.13 An example of temperature structure in the
sphere. For some time, there was considerable discrep- 	 lower stratosphere (Mitchell and Prophet, 1969).
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FIGURETH The turbulent verticaleddyditiusiancoeiTicient
prniiles deduced from the structure on the October 1969 rr»
leases, a indicates the coefficient deluded from simultaneous
radio-meteor observations at Adelaide (35° S), approximately150
km southeast of 11•oumera,
anisotropie with horizontal scales ten times those of the
vertical, this discrepancy was readily eNglained, Since the
time constant f • for the observed onset of turbulence as
used by Rees et al. (1972) is characteristic of the small-
scale, isotropic turbulence spectnim, Lloyd et al, (1972)
used the a values thus determined to estimate the vertical
diffusion ctiefficient. By an extension of their temperature
profile modification model, they equated the vertical de-
stabilizing influence of the turbulence to the stabilizing
influence of the mean-temperature profile to obtain a
vertical diffusion coefficient
T (dz i t'}
where g is the acceleration due to
/
 gravity, To is the
temperature at altitudes, dTa/d: is the undishtrbed mean
temperature gradient, and r is the adiabatic temperature
lapse rate, 9lVkm. The above relationship is based on the
fact that as Icing as the vertical temperature gradient
remains greater than the adiabatic, there is an inhibition
of vertical transport by vertical motion. It is interesting to
compare this relationship with that determined independ-
ently by filly et al. (1973) for die lower stratosphere.
The constant P ab(we was determined Pram hurbulence
theory to be 10. Lilly arrived at the value of 1/3! This
discrepancy is not so serious as it appears at first sight,
since Lilly's temperatures and temperature gradients
were the measured values, leading to a considerably
smaller denominator than that produced by the use of the
undisturbed mean temperature and gradient values by
Lloyd et al. The variation of K, with height for the
October 1069 releases is shown in Figure 7.14. Tlie
theoretically deduced upper limit far eddy diffusion,
based on die heat flux model of Johnson and Cotdieb(1970), is shown for etunparisun, Note that the maximum
value of eddy diffusivit y estimated by Johnson and
Gottlieb is the integrated global maximum averaged over
all seasons and can he exceeded by a particular measure-
ment if there is any temporal, .latitudinal, diurnal, or
seasonal variation. Note also that all due turbulent inters.
sits
 and diffusivity profiles presented here reflect the
apparent sharp cutoff in turbulence as observed on chem-
ical trails, With the time constant in onset of turbulence
increasing s i rapidly at and above the turbopause, most
trails are not observable long enough for breakup to
ocKur, However, observed difiusivities between die tur.
bopause and approximately 130 km are usually greater
than molecular, in agreement with the Johnson and
Gottlieb calculations.
The only two sets of data so far produced that are
amenable to analysis in terms of month-by-month varia-
tion of a or K, were determined from meteor trail shear
measurements made at Adelaide (35° S) by Roper (1%6a)
and McAvaney (1970). The variation of the monthly mean
K, at 93 km is shown in Figure 7.15, Also plotted in this
figure are the results deduced from a far more rigorous
treatment of the 1961 or data by Zimmerman; some mod-
ifications of absolute values is evident, but the overall
variation, with equinoctial maxima, *remains. There is a
real difference between the 1961 and the 1969 data that is
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FIGURE 735 The southern hemisphere midlatitcde variation
of vertical eddy diffusivity deduced frchm M,n years of radio►
meteor wind shear observations, Zimmerman's values result
from a more rigorous analysis of the same 1961 data.
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Turbulence in the Lower Thermosphere
not one of location, interpretation, or technique. The
higher values measured fn 1969 may be a consequence of
the higher solar activity that year.
7A SOVRCES OF TURBULENCE ENERGY
The fuel that random internal gravity waves are the sourer
of the, turbulence energy in the lower thermosphere has
already been mentioned.11'bile this subject is covered in
more detail in Chapter S. one further correlation is pvr i-
nent to this discussion. In looking for possible sources of
turbulence in the meteor region, comparisons were made
with the magnitudes of the prevailing and tidal winds and
shears as measured simultaneously by the radio-meteor
method, (bile no apparent relationship existed between
the turbulence parameters and the prevailing and
semidiurnal winds, the seasonal variation of the amplitude
of the diurnal oscillation was highly correlated with the
tudndent intensih-. The monthly means of the amplitude
of die diurnal tide. for several years of observation are
shown in Figure 7.16. Note that equinoctial maxima in
the diurnal tidal wind amplitude are not observed in all
years and, therefore, that the measured variation in turbu-
lent intensity may not be characteristic of all years.
The global-scale diurnal tidal wind does not produce
turbulence directly but by a cascade process in which the
tidal wind becomes unstable and generates in situ a
spectrum of random internal gravity waves, This Instabil-
ity in the diurnal tidal wind may come about either
because its amplitude becomes large or because of non-
linear interactions, with gravity waves generated below
and propagating upward through the lower thermo.
sphere. Such gravity waves propagating from below can
themselves be a direct source of turbulent energy. Thus
the dominant feature of turbulence in the lower thermo-
sphere, even if it is present at all times, will be the
iMcrmittency of its intensity, Little is known of the role
played by large-scale motions such as planetary waves in
the stabilih,
 of this region of the atmosphere. In fact, since
practically all measurements of turbulent intensity have
been made: at middle latitudes, the properties of the
global turbopause and the influence of the turbopause on,
for example, the hemispherical asymmetries in minor
constituents measured ,globally at satellite altitudes can
hardly be estimated at this juncture. Our knowledge of
the temperahire structure of the turbopause region at
scales less than I km, which is crucial to the understand.
ing of turbulence and +liffusivitV, is woefully inadequate.
Present measurement techniques are quite Incapable of
producing such detail at these altitudes.
In addition to the modifications to the temperature
profile already discussed, the dissipation of turbulent
energy produces heating of the ambient atmosphere, For
the mixed atmosphere of mean molecular weight 29, a
rate of turbulent dissipation a of 1 %'/kg produces heating
at a rate of 85 K per day. The top scale of Figure 7.6 gives
the heating rates appropriate to the inferred turbulent
dissipation rates, In the light of the considerable variabii-
Ay Indicated by the measurements presented here, even
more emphasis must be given to the rate of dynamical
heating of the lower thermosphere, as proposed by Hines
(1965). The dissipation. of wind energy at these altitudes
may, at times, give rise to local heating rates in excess of
those due to the solar input, which has usually been
considered to be the major source of heating in this
region, The relative importance of turbulence in mixing
and dynamical heating has been summarized by Johnson(1975).
7.5 CONCLUSIONS
%%Ile the turbulence in the lower thermosphere is iso-
tropic to scales of a few hundred meters, the transition
from turbulence to the nondissipative scales of the
gravity-wave spectrum is gradual, and therefore horizon-
tal diffusivity is greater than vertical diffusivity. Based on
diffusivity criteria alone, one would say that the turbu-
lence is anisotropic, with a vertical scale of the order of 1
km and a horizontal scale of a few kilometers. The turbu-
lent intensity is intermittent in both space and time, with
large diurnal and significant seasonal and possible solar
cycle variations. For this reason alone, it is essentiai that
simultaneously measured in situ values of atmospheric
MONT"	 parameters be used in any attempt at meaningful com-
FIGURE 7.16 The seasonal variation of the southern hemi-
	
parisons. Since practically all measurements of her
i`	 sphere midlatitude diurnal tidal wind energ y
 per unitmass de-	 bopause altitude and turbulent intensity have been made
termined from radio-meteor data. Equinoctial maxima are not a
	
at middle latitudes, and those low and high latitude
feature of all yeas. 	 measurements that have been made have not been coot-
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dinali,d with simultaneous observations elsewhere, varia-
tions with latitude are largely unknown, However, it has
been established by rurket-grenade and falling-sphere
measurements that the winter polar mesopause is warmer
than that at the summer pole and that in the absence of
solar input a significant annespheriv dynamical heating
source is responsible. As has been shown, the turbulent
dissipation of wind energy io the 90- to 125-km height
nenge is significant and should therefore be included in
any model of due Utermospheric• heat budgete
While knowledge of the vertical diffusivity in the lower
thermosphere is vital to the understanding and modeling
of thermospheric constituents, the rule played by the
global turbopause in the dynamics of the thermosphere
has yet to be determined, High-resolution photography,
with a frame rate of at least one every 2 see, is able to
produce data on turbulent intensities and vertical dif.
fusivities front vapor trails, but such measurements
are highly localized in time and space, A recent develop-
ment, the use of a high-flying aircraft as a camera plat-
form, overcomes two ground-based camera problems; at-
mospheric haze and clouds are avoided, and photographs
can be taken in the daytime. Daytime releases of lithium
can also be observed from the ground using narrow band
filters and electronic scanning systems (recording on
video tape), but interpretation of the dispersion of the
highly energetic release in terms of turbulence parame-
ters is difficult. Vertical dilfusivities and turbopause
altitudes can be inferred from rocketborne mass-spectrom-
cter measurements, regardless of hour of day or
cloud cover but with location limitations similar to the
vapor-trail method (both require reasonable range
facilities). Multistation meteor wind radars can provide a
continuous measurement of the turbulent intensity just
beloev the turbopaw-w, but only a few stations, all in
midlatitudes, are currently capable of this type of opera-
tion, and none operates continuously. Incoherent-scatter
radars are able to measure the temperature structure in
the neighborhood of the turbopause with about 2-km
height resolution, but these measurements are subject to
constraints similar to, but even more severe than, those of
the radio-meteor technique, A suggestion by Bencze(1970) that an lonosonde can be used to measure tur-
bopause altitude warrants further investigation, since a
global network of ionosonde stations is already in exis-
tence.
A proper understanding of the nature of the turbulence
in the lower thermosphere requires a knowledge of the
temperature profile with better than 1-km (preferably
100,m) resolution—a resolution that is not technically
feasible at this time. Nevertheless, global variations in
turbopause altitude and intensity can be determined
using well-established techniques but only with interna-
tional cooperation. Simultaneous global observations
could be Coordinated through the Middle Atmosphere
Program (MAP) of the Special Committee on Solar Terres-
trial Physics (SCO5TEP) and the International Meso-
HOOLUT G. ROPER
spheric and Ionospheric Structure Parameter Interaction
program (suspl) proposed b y the Soviet Union. Particular
emphasis is being placed by these programs on the en•
couragement of the Arctic, equatorial, southern hemi-
sphere, and Antarctic observations so badly needed for
global coverage,
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INTRODUCTION
The region between 60 and 85 km altitude (the mesosphere) has often
^t
been referred to as the "ignorosphere," in that it is above the heights
sounded by conventional meteorological rockets, and below the E region,
which has been monitored for decades using radio techniques.
`	 The advent of the rocket released vapor trail in the late 1950's did
Little to increase our knowledge of the mesosphere, in that these sodium
vapor and trimethyl aluminum releases were concentrated in the 85 to 240 km
l'	 Yj
altitude range, with the exception of a few titanium tetrachloride releases
in the mesosphere.
k_	 Since the early 1950's, a considerable amount of data on neutral atmo-
sphere motions in the height range 80 to 100 km has come from the meteor
F'	 radar technique. However, with the notable exception of those stations
operated by the Hydrometeorological Service of the U.S.S.R. (which, unfor-
tunately do notroutinely measure height, but consider all echoes as coming
from a mean echo height near 95 km), the continuous operation needed to
infer the synoptic meteorology of the region has been rare. The only attempt
at such operation producing height/time profiles of winds between 80 and
=4
	100 km has been carred out at Atlanta (34 0N, 84 0W), and winds from August
t	 1974 through December 1977 have been published by Roper (1978). While
these results are valuable, being from a single station they provide only
19
ta crude insight into the synoptic meteorology of the meteor region.
PREVAILING WINDS
While considerable variability exists in the meter winds measured by
various groups, global circulation systems with seasonal variability, re-
i	 producing year after year, have been found. Analysis of several years
northern hemisphere radio meteor wind data by Minina, et 21., 1977, and
I1lichev and Portnyagin, 1977, shows that the pressure field at meteor
?	 heights in winter is similar to the baric profile of the underlying atmo-
sphere. During the summer, however, the lower thermosphere differs consid-
bl f
	
th b 4	 f' l	 f th	 h	 t t	 h	 d tera y rom a of %, pro i e o	 e mesosp ere, s ra osp ere, an 	 ropo-
sphere. In winters at high and mid latitudes a cyclonic vortex with its
center near the pole is observed; in summer, at latitudes greater than 65%
anticyclonic motion prevails. Cyclonic motions prevail through the year
at mid-latitudes, with anticyclonic circulations in the subtropics. On the
average, the spring reversal of the circulation in the meteor zone occurs
before that inthe stratosphere--thus continuous monitoring of mesopause
t	 s
	
circulation can be used as a predictive tool in inferring the circulation
of the upper stratosphere.
To date, the meridional circulation, which is of comparable strength
to the zonal at meteor heights, has received little detailed attention.
However, there does seem to exist a global system of motion from summer to
f winter pole, which agrees with the warm printer/cold summer mesopause inferred
t	 from high latitude rocket grenade temperature soundings.
F_
One outstanding feature of the prevailing wind motions as deduced at
mid-latitudes (see, for example, Elford, 1974) is the fact that the 85 km
rF
t
(mesopause) level is an obvious boundary between the mesospheric circulation
below, and the thermosphere circulation above.
MEAN VERTICAL MOTIONS
One of the most puzzling features of winds measured in the 80 to 100
km height range is the apparently large (meters per second) mean motion
which is inferred from both incoherent scatter and radio meteor wind obser-
vations.	 While the large magnitude of these winds is still in question,
the sign of these motions, at least as infarred from the quasi-continuous
observations over Atlanta, is consistent with the general circulation
i (DTas, 1979)
TIDAL WINDS
The most outstanding feature of the motions at meteor height is the
prevalence of solar tidal oscillations.	 On the average, more wind energy
i. resides in tidal motions than in the prevailing circulation in the lower
F	
_ thermosphere,
While the irregularity of the diurnal tide, particularly in the north- m`
ern hemisphere, has hampered the investigation of this tide as a global
phenomenon, recent work by Mathews (1976) using the Arecibo Observatory in-
coherent scatter facility, and by the French with their portable meteor wind
radar at Ramey, Puerto Rico (results as yet unpublished) has shown the pres-
ence of a stable, large amplitude (-50 m/sec) diurnal tide at the equinoxes. a
In the southern hemisphere (Adelaide, 35 0S, 139 0E), the diurnal tide
s -; has a'larger average amplitude than is found at northern hemisphere mid-
latitudes, but both phase and amplitude are highly variable in both hemi-
spheres.-
,. r
,
t`
The semidiurnal tide, by comparison, exhibits relatively constant
phase, but, again, great variability in amplitude.	 This variability can
be explained by variations in the stratospheric/mesospheric wind fields
through which the tidal energy is propagating to reach the mesopause. 	 The
variability has time scales related to the planetary wave time scales in
the lower atmosphere, and further understanding of these variations can only
come from long period (u(rf0rably continuous) observation by a network of
stations widespread in both latitude and longitude.
a
z' STRATOSPHERIC WARMINGS
x,
It has been known for some time that the sudden warmings of the polar
Pr	
?'° stratosphere which occur during some northern hemisphere winters affect the 5
circulation at mesopause levels at high latitudes. 	 More recent measurements
sa
at mid-latitudes (Atlanta, 34 0N, 84 0W) have shown a direct cause/effect re-
la ionship, with major stratwarms causing zonal wind reversals. 	 There are
indications from the limited amount of data available from the southern hemi-
sphere that northern hemisphere winter polar stratwarms may be a global
k
phenomenon at the mesopause level. +'
Stratospheric warmings also affect tidal amplitudes and phases, but
#i, with a lack of coittinmous height/time profiles available globally, reports r
of such effects have been for the most part descriptive of particular loca-
tions only, and somewhat confusing in their interpretation.
u
MODELS
a Two significant semiempirical models of stratospheric/mesospheric/
lower thermospheric winds have emerged in the last decade.	 Groves (1970)
took data from 1000 rocket launches with ejected sensors, 127 rocket gre-
22
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{nade experiments, and 230 experiments with rocket released vapor trails and
clouds, and constructed monthly mean zonal and meridional circulation Pat-
terns.	 This model, together with monthly mean tropospheric data, upper air
global temperature maps, radio meteor winds, and the Jacchia thermospheric
>,` model have been incorporated in the Global Reference Atmospheric Model of
Justus, et Al. 1976.	 This empirical model generates latitude, longitude,
E and altitude dependent monthly mean values for pressure, density, tempera-
ture and winds from surface to orbital altitudes.
Theoretical models of atmospheric tides have recently been reviewed by
a
Forbes and Garrett (1979). 	 While there is a measure of agreement between
t the latest theoretical models and observational data, since the tides are
a global phenomenon, questions as to standing versus travelling waves, and
latitudinal variation will not be resolved until a global network of synop-
tic measurement capability is established.
An additional problem in resolving theory and observation centers
around the variability encountered in all meteorological phenomena. 	 The
presence of other motions besides those of primary interest, in particular,
the aliasing of tidal observational data by long period (planetary) waves, 	 R
and the interaction between the tides and the shorter period random internal
atmospheric gravity waves, makes a widespread, continuously operating moni-
toring network a necessity.
	
An ideal radar for deployment is that described
by Aso, et al.	 (1979)
COMPATABILITY OF MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES
While early attempts to compare winds measured by different techniques
(e.g., rocket released vapor trails, radio meteor winds, airglow drifts,
24
and partial reflections radio observations) were singularly unsuccessful,
F
more recent comparisons, in which allowances were made for sampling differ-
ences, in particular integration intervals in both height and time, have
resolved these inconsistencies (see, for example, Felgate, et al., 1975;
Geller, et al., 1976; Vincent, et 21., 1977; and Hernandez and Roper, 1979),
As yet unpublished comparisons between the French meteor radar located at
Ramey, Puerto Rico, and Arecibo incoherent scatter facility, have shown
excellent agreement. One outstanding achievement at Arecibo has been the
extension of the lower limit of reliable wind determination by the incoher-
ent scatter radar down to as low as 55 km.
The radio meteor wind technique is capable of continuously monitoring
the dynamics of the 80 to 100 km altitude range, with a lower limit of ob-
servable variation of a few hours, and a height resolution of some 2 km.
Specialized highpowered radars, such as that operated by the University of
Illinois, can monitor variability of time constant less than one hour, but
the logistics of 1 0ghpowered operation preclude continuous sampling beyond
intervals of a few days. The diurnal variability of meteor influx renders
the error of wind determination greater at dusk than at dawn, but most facil-
ities achieve a sufficiently high, echo rate at dusk to make these results
still statistically significant.
The partial reflections drift experiment is capable of sampling, with
a time resolution of minutes, and a height resolution of 3 km, a height
range from 60 kilometers to 110 km in daylight hours, but returns are reli-
ably received only from 90 km up at night. The incoherent scatter technique
suffers similarly from the diurnal variation of mesospheric ionization.
4
Rocket vapor techniques, while yielding excellent instantaneous snap-
shots of the stratosphere/mesosphere/thermosphere (height range governed by
type of vapor released, and time of day) are prohibitively expensive if
synoptic data is required. Their dependence, together with airglow observa-
tions, on cloud cover for observation is also a significant drawback.
Winds can be inferred in the stratosphere, mesosphere, and lower thermo-
sphere by application of the thermal wind equation to satellite temperature
soundings. Uneortunately, the large tidal winds at upper mesospheric heights
and above, preclude the use of quasi-geostrophic approximations--the inference
of viable winds from satellite temperatures at these altitudes is highly
doubtful.
A further groundbased technique worthy of mention is the VHF radar
technique (Rottger, et al., 1978). While not yet in routine operation,
these VHF radars have demonstrated the capability of measuring winds and
turbulence in the troposphere, stratosphere, and upper mesosphere.
Also, the VLF observations of Schminder and Kurschner (1979) warrant
further investigation, since they appear to provide continuous, reliable
observations of mesopause dynamics.
AVAILABILITY OF DATA
Beginning with the formation ofGRMWSPM, the Global Radio Meteor Wind
Studies Project of IAGA, in 1970, followed by the URSI/IAGA Cooperative
Tidal Observations Program (CTOP), which added incoherent scatter radar ob-
servations, attempts have been made to coordinate observations (see Roper
(1979)). Some of these results were published in the August, 1978, issue
of the "Journal of Atmospheric and Terrestrial Physics."
While data is available from individual observers, as yet formats and
Jy
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analysis techniques have not been standardized, and no central depository
exists.	 The Soviet Union is moving toward having all their radio meteor 	 j
i
wind data available through the World Data Center in Moscow.
	
The mechanics
of such archiving, both in the Soviet Union and elsewhere, are to be dis-
cussed at a meeting of IAGA Division V, Working Group 2 (Meteor Observator-
ies) at the IUGG Assembly in Canberra, Australia, in December 1979.
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DYNAMICS OF THE EQUA70RIAL MESOPAUSE
R. G. Roper
P School of Geophysical Sciences
Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, Georgia	 30332	 U.S.A.
ABSTRACT
G	 %'
Until recently, our view of the neutral atmosphere dynamics of the equatorial mesopause
i has been restricted to "snapshots" resulting from either one time campaigns, or intermittent
E	 _. observations.	 Rockets flown from Brazil, the "big gun" launches from Barbados, meteor wind
radar data from Somalia and Jamaica, and VHF radar observations from Peru, white producing
much information on the nature of motions with periods of up to a-day,provided only meager
details of the synoptic seasonal meteorology of the region. 	 More recent observations have
resulted from the extension to lower altitudes of the incoherent scatter technique at Arecibo,
the installation of a partial reflection drift station at Townsville, Australia, and the
establishment by the French of a meteor wind radar at Ramey, Puerto Rico. 	 The incoherent
scatter and partial reflection facility operate in the "campaign" mode while the French
meteor radar is operating continuously.
Because of the limited amount of synoptic data available, this review concentrates on
results produced by those techniques most likely to be used for synoptic observations in the
future.	 However, since even these promising techniques may not be able to be used in other
# than a campaign mode (for reasons ultimately financial), a —rationale for their use in winter
months (on the basis that northern hemisphere winter polar stratospheric warmings are probably
a global phenomenon at mesopause altitudes) is presented.
I
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INTRODUCTION
Many observational techniques have been
used to measure winds at mesopause heights
over the tropics - chemical trails from pro-
Jectiles launched by the" big un" on
Barbados (Murphy, et al., 1966, rocket
grenades over Natal, Brazil (Groves, 1974),
radio meteor measurements over Somalia
(BabaJamov, et al., 1970), and Jamaica
(Alleyne, et al., 1974, Scholefield and
Alleyne, 1975), VHF radar observations
(Woodman and Guiilen, 1974), and incoherent
scatter observations (Mathews, 1976; Harper,
et al., 1980). More recently, a partial
reflection drift station has been set up at
Townsville, Australia by the Department of
Physics of the University of Adelaide
(Dr. R. A. Vincent), and a meteor radar by
the French National Center for Telecommuni-
cations Studies (Dr. M. Glass) at Ramey,
Puerto Rico. The various techniques have
been reviewed most recently by Woodman
(1977) and Evans (1978).
Woodman places particular emphasis on
equatorial measurements and the need for
more observational data. His paper at this
meeting concentrates on small scale struc-
ture (gravity waves and turbulence), and
so this present work will confine itself to
tidal and planetary waves and the prevailing
winds.
OBSERVATIONS
To date, all observations of windsat
the mesopause level over the equator have been
of the "snapshot" variety, with a few days of
observation, very occasionally repeated sea-
sonally. (The same can also be said for other
latitudes, with the exception of the meteor
radar network in the U.S.S.R. operated by the
Hydrometeorological Service, which operates
continuously, but unfortunately does not mea-
sure wind structure with height.) These
"snapshots" have revealed considerable vari-
ability in the winds, but with indications of
predominant easterlies at the equator, in
contrast to the predominantly westerly flow
observed at mid latitudes.
RADIO METEOR WINDS
An example of one of these observations,
obtained by a collaborative effort between
the French National Center for Telecommunica-
tions Studies, and the Georgia Institute of
Technology, using the French meteor radar
located at Ramey, Puerto Rico 08 0N), is pre-
sented in Figure 1. The zonal wind component
of Figure la ispredominantly easterly (wind
vector directed toward the west), for the
first four days of observation, but a strong
westerly intrusion then develops from above.
The intrusion weakens and ascends toward the
end of the observational period. White this
phenomenon Can be associated with the simul-
taneous spring reversal of the zonal strat
spheric circulation, it may also be evidence
for the mean flow acceleration by tidal
interaction proposed by Miyahara (1979) - as
can be seen from Figures ib and c, both the
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Figure 3. Meridional winds from the Arecibo
incoherent scatter radar (from Harper, et al.,
1980).
tered in winds at the mesppause level. Note
that these are meridional winds and that
speeds of +100 m/sec occur - zonal and merid-
ional wind speeds are comparable at altitudes
above the mesopause, in contrast to the pre-
dominantly zonal flow in the stratosphere and
mesosphere below.
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Figure 1. Radio meteor winds from 85 to 105
km for the periodMarch 17-24, 1979, over
Puerto Rico. a) zonal wind; b) 24 hour
tidal amplitude; c) 12 hour tidal amplitude.
diurnal and semidiurnal tidal amplitudes
have large amplitudes coinciding with the
reversal.
One phenomenon which has received
considerable attention at middle latitudes
is the 2 day wave, which has been observed
in week to 10 day meteor radar winds in both
the northern and southern hemisphere. By
using a low ,pass fitter to remove periods
shorter than 30 hours from 8 days of meteor
wind radar data obtained at Ramey in August
September 1977, Glass (private communica-
tion, 1978) produced the results shown in
Figure 2. The presence of `a wave with a
quasi-2 day period is well illustrated.
INCnHERENT SCATTER WINDS
Some recent results from Harper, et al.
(1980), taken using the Arecibo incoherent	 METEOR/INCOHERENT SCATTER WIND COMPARISONS	 f
scatter radar from September 1 to 14, 1977,
are shown in Figure 3. The 14 noontime:
	
Mathews, et al. (1980) presents several
orofiles illustrate the variability encoun-	 comparisons between meteor winds from the
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Figure 4. location and sampling regions of Ramey meteor and Arecibo incoherent scatter radars
(from Mathews, et al., 1980).
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Figure 5.	 Comparison between Arecibo incoherent scatter radar winds (dashed lines) and Ramey
meteor radar winds (full lines), August 3, 1978 (from Mathews, et al., 1980).
Trench radar at Ramey and winds from the using this technique.	 However, there are no
incoherent scatter radar at Arecibo.
	
The incoherent scatter winds below 100 km at
►^ 	 locations and "zones of echo acceptance" of night, whereas the radio meteor technique
the two instruments are shown in Figure 4. produces winds over the 80 to 100 km height
One comparison, from 0900 to 1600 hours on range both day and night.
August 3, 1978 (Figure 5). shows quite good
agreement between the two techniques, with
the incoherent scatter winds showing more PARTIAL REFLECTION DRIFTS
structure because of better height resolu-
tion.	 Between 1000 and 1400 hours, the inco- This relatively inexpensive technique is
herent scatter winds are significant down to capable of measuring winds between 60 and 100
60 km - a real breakthrough when one remem- km by day, and 90 to 100 km by night.	 The
bers that just a few years ago 110 km was first partial reflection drifts experiment
the lower 11mit of reliable wind measurement operating on a routine basis was installed at
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Townsville, Australia (20°S) by Dr. R. A.
Vincent of the University of Adelaide,
Australia. This equipment is capable of con-
'
	
	
tinuous operation, but for financial reasons
is run in the campaign mode. Results fromy	
this experiment are eagerly awaited.
VHF SCATTER RADARS
continuous data, the association between the
polar winter stratospheric warming and the
reversal in the zonal wind at mesopause, alti-
tudes would not be nearly as convincing
While this data is for mid-latitudes (Atlanta,
340N), the effect is so pronounced that it
would not be surprising if it extends as far
south as Puerto Rico (180N).
The most recently developed tool cap-
able of continuous monitoring of mesopause
dynamics is the VHF Scatter Radar. These
radars have the capability, shared by the
partial reflection drift technique, of mea-
suring periodicities in wind profiles down to
the Brunt Vaissala, and therefore represent
powerful tools for gravity wave and turbu-
lence studies, in addition to planetary waves,
mean winds and tides. Details of this tech-
nique are to be presented at this meeting by
Ben Balsley.
AIRGLOW DRIFTS AND TEMPERATURES
While unable to provide continuous mea-
surements (nighttime only, no clouds), air-
glow measurements can supplement our know-
ledge of winds (see, for example, Hernandez
and Roper, 1979) and provide temperature data
of use in modeling mesopause dynamics.
POLAR STRATWARM EFFECTS AT MESOPAUSE HEIGHTS
The necessity forcontinuous monitoring
of mesopause dynamics is i11^ ustrated in
Figure 6 (from Roper, 1978). Without
CONCLUSIONS
No mention has been made here of
satellite remote sensing to monitor meospause
dynamics. Because winds at these altitudes
are ageostrophic, conversion of temperature
fields to winds is well nigh impossible. For
many years to come, and certainly through the
Middle Atmosphere Program period, 1982-85,
ground based radio techniques will be our
primary source of data on mesopause dynamics
at all latitudes.
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iCHAPTER VI
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UPPER ATKOSPHERIC MIXING BY GRAVITY WAVES
C, G. Justus
Georgia Institute of technology
Atlanta, Georgia 30332
Abstract	 the small scale perturbations, assumed to be pro -
duced by gravity waves, have been measured by this
Magnitudes and horizontal sp.! vertical scales
	 technique. The details of the daily difference
of gravity waves have been measured and used in a 	 method and the results of these magnitude and wave.-
formula developed by Hines to estimate resulting 	 length mealg merits have been presented by Justus
eddy diffusion coefficients. Values between 90 and 	 and WoodrU.Y3T.
110 km agree well with those determined from energy
flux measurements from chemical cloud releases.	 Figure 1 shows the computed height variation of
Values between 25 and 45 km altitude are in agree-	 the gravity wave winds averaged over all seasons and
ment with high eddy diffusion coefficients in the	 locations from Meteorological Rocket Network, fall.
upper stratosphere recently determined by Wofsy, 	 ing sphere, meteor radar, grenade release, and Chem-
Comparison with other eddy diffusion estimates is 	 ical release data. Horizontal and vertical wave-
also given.
	 length results are shown in Figure 2. Data points
1. Introduction
A recent study of upper atmospheric data in
the region above 25 km has been conducted for the
purpose of resolving small scale variations which
may be associated with internal atmospheric gravity
waves. The method used, known as the daily differ-
ence'technique, was developed for resolving small
scale irregular variations from limited amounts of
data (i.e. of insufficient number for direct
Fourier analysis). The form of the method used in
this study is a slight extension of the method orig-
inally developed by Woodrum and Justus (l -'-). The
magnitudes and horizontal and vertical scales of
Vertical Wavelength, km
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Fig. 2. Gravity wave horizontal
and vertical wavelengths
in Figure 2 are plotted at the midpoints of the
altitude intervals over which they were evaluated.
These averaging intervals are indicated on the
right hand side of the figure. Figure 2 shows that
horizontal wavelengths are approximately 10 times
larger than vertical wavelengths throughout the
altitude interval measured.
2. Eddv Diffusion Coefficients
(4,5)Hines	 has developed a relation for the
eddy diffusion coefficient KD corresponding to
"offset condition" dissipation of internal atmos-
pheric gravity waves. The offset condition is the
situation in which viscosity and thermal conduction
dust offset the normal (i.e. no-viscosity)
exponential increase of gravity wave amplitudes,
yielding constant amplitude. The formula,
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Fig. 1.	 Gravity wave wind magnitudes
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expressed in terms of horizontal and vertical wave-
lengths As and Ae, pressure scale height H, and
Brunt -Valsals period tg, is given by
KO • 0.014 As4 Ae4 (As2 t Aa2)-3/2 (tg
 H) l (1)
The wavelength values from figure 2, together with
the 1962 U. S. Standard Atmosphere values for t
and H have been used to evaluate K O from equation
M. The results are shown in Figure 3. The solid
square date points eorsespond to the wavelength
average value data points of Figure 2. 	 solid
curve represents values computed from the Interpo-
lation curves of wavelength values in Figure 2.
Some extrapolation of wavelength values was
emplayad', but not beyond the altitude limits of the
original date from which the wavelengths were
determined. The portion of the solid curve between
25 and 95 km in 'Figure 3 is from the dashed extra-
polation curve in Figure 2, and the dashed portion
of the present results curve in Figure 3 is from
tha dotted extrapolation curve (which gout to sera
h	 '	 i Fi	 2	 1 hat t a, Barth a surface) n sure , n t a case
of A t
 t c A x, equation (1) reduces to 	 Fig. 4. Gravity Wave kinetic energy density
KD * 0.014 A94 (t9 H Ad-	(2)	 Eo
 exp(-a/7'.8). These values of "kinetic energy
p	 -	 density scale height" which are not significantly
`
	
	 Thus, sines A = A /10 the Knp values very approxi	 larger than atmospheric density scale height, indi-
mately as the gfour h power of A 6 o but inversely with catro that the ictual rate of gravity wave disaipat-
Ax, It is for this reason that small changes in Ay 	 ton more nearly correlpands to the required oftset
In the 25 to 35 km altitude interval (where Ay is	 condition than the pV • constant situation without
small and small changes ropseeent large percentage 	 viscous effectu.
Changes) make considerabIs difference in the values
j Of KD computed from equation (1):	 3. Comparison With Other Results
Figure 3 also shows values and curves of eddy
diffusion coefficients which have been measured o
used below 110 km. The dashed curve den9Td Webbf6)
was also based on earlier work of Lettou 	 in the
neutral( atmosphere altitudes. The curve labeled
Justus el was determined from measured rateu of tur-
bulent kinetic energy production ca by wind shear,
and mear wind shear S, with t assumed to be re-
lated to KK,,,, and S byy • Knn S2 . .an curve labeled
Johnson a5 Wilkins jp^stssulta ft.0 choir computat-
ion of the maximum eddy diffusion to aistent with thL
amount of heat available for downward eddy tra"o
port. The data points labeled Gudikeen at al. )
were determined by these authors from their obser-
vations of nuclear explosion released tungsten 185.
The data points+ labeled Kellogg( Il ) were computed by
the present author from Kellogg's reported values of
turbulent velocities (vt) and maximum observed rad-
ius (rm4x) of smoke puffs in the 10 to 18 km height
range. The data points are values of the product
vt
 r	 , which should represent a lower limit to the
eddyllffusion coefficient if, as suggested by
Kellogg, the linear growth velocity is due to in
crcas;ng eddy diffusion coefficients with increas-
ing scale. However, as discussed below, this con-
clusion is quite likely incorrect.
4. Interpretation of Results
The gravity wave magnitude results of Figure 1
show that the gravity wave amplitudes ere, on the Because vertical spread within the atmosphere
R average, increasing with height, contrary to the is ultimately restricted compared to the unlimited
• assumed offset conditions necessary for application horiaontal spread which is possible, the large
of equation (1).	 However, as shown in Figure 4 scale eddy diffusion process is not isotropic, and
' the to is considerable lose of gravity wave kinetic vertical eddy diffusion coefficients are generally
k energy density with height. 	 Between about 25 and smaller than horizontal eddy diffusion coefficients.60 km the kinetic energy density E - PV /2 varies
i• ae E • Eo exp(-z/9.4) with Eo a constant and z in The first point t
	
be noted with regard to the
ineddy diffusion coefficient data 	 Figure 3 is thatkm.	 Between about 70 and 130 km E varies as
a	 I
4
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y(with the probably exception of the values computed References
from Rellogs 0 a smoke puff data) these results areQ -, for vertical eddy diffusion coefficients. 	 The (l) Waodrum t A. and C, G. Justus, measurement of
Johnson and Wilkins, Wofey, and-Gudikeen at al, the Irregular Winds in the Altitude Range
data all relate theoretically an /or observat• Near 100 Kilometers, J. GaoRs .-Item.,  73 (23),
Tonally to vertical fluxes of diffusing constit- 7535 - 7537, 1968,
uents or heat.	 As a mo84ure of the degree of
a ', anisotropy possible, it should be noted that the (2) Justus, C. G., Distribution and structure ofa
purely horisontal (maridionnl) e ddy diffusion
	 	 Y Irregular Winds near 100 Kilometcra, J. Geu-
coefficients determined by Gudikeen at al. are phys. Res.,	 75(12), 2171 - 2178,	 1970,
roughly a factor of 10 6 larder than their purely
vertical eddy diffusion coofficients plotted in (3) Justus, C. G. and A. Woodrum, Short and Long
Figure 3. Period Atmospheric Variations Between 25 and
200 Re, NASA CR-2203, February, 1973.
It is likely that the vt rmax values from
rV Kellogg ,a stocks put( data overestimate the vertical (4) Hines, C. 0., Eddy Diffusion Coefficients Due
eddy diffusion coefficients, because apparently the to Instabilities in Internal Gravity Waves,
actual diffusive spread of taoud releases an small J. Geophys. Res., 75, 3937 - 3939, 1970.
scales proceeds faster than would be accounted for
by the large scale vertical eddy diffusion coeffic- (5) Hines, C. 0., Correction, J. Geophys, Res.,
tent,	 This can be seen from comparison of diffus- 78, 335 - 336, 1973.
ion velocity-scale prod U	 B (i.e. vt r	 x ) from
l(	 )1	 diffusionchemical release clouds 	 with the efly
— 3(6) Webb, W. L., Thermosphoric Circulation p16,
coefficient values (labeled Justus in Figure 3) MIT Press, 1972.
determined from vertical energy flux measurements {
using chemical release data.	 The velocity-scale (7) Lettau, H., Compendium of Meteorology (T. F. {.
product values are consistently at least a factor Malone, ad,), American Meteorological Society, +
of tan larger.	 This result is undoubtedly caused 1951.
" by the small scale diffusive spread being controlled
by wind shear processes. (8) Just. ,&, C. G., The Eddy Diffusivitios, Energy tl
` Balance Parameters, and Heating Rate of Upper
The present results curve in Figire 3 should Atmospheric Turbulence, J. Geophys, Res., 72
most precisely be interpreted as a maximum value (3), 1035 - 1039,	 1967.
which could be produced by internal atmospheric
gravity waves without an upward decretse in the (9) Johnson, F. S. and E. M. Wilkins, Thermal
amplitude of the waves.
	 Therefore, tnis curve Upper Limit on Eddy Diffusion in the Mesas-
might require a slight shift to lower values be- phere and Lower Thermosphere, :L Geophys. Res_,
fore it would represent tht profile of actual mean 70,	 1281 - 1284 1	 965 and Correction to that
vertical eddy diffusion coefficients,
	 Neverthe- paper J. GCOPhys.	 Res., 70(16), 4063, 1965.
1008, it is clear from Figure 3 that the present
results agree with high stratospheric eddy diffus- (10) Gudikoen, P.	 H., A. W.	 Fairhall and R.	 J.	 Reed,
ion values such as those of Wofey and cannot agree Roles of Mean !feridional Circulation and Eddy
' with the Webb-Lettau curve which has itratospharic Diffusion in the Transport of Trace Substances
eddy diffusion coefficients which are lower by sev- in the Lower Stratosphere, J. Geophys. Res.,
eral factors of ten. 73(14), 4461 - 4474,	 1968,
The important conclusion for theme results, (I1) Kellogg, W. W., Diffusion of Smoke in the
With regard to the assessment of environmental im- Stratosphere, J.	 Meteorology_,	 13, 241	 - 250,
F' pact of aerospace operations, la that the vertical 1956.
eddy diffusion coefficient in the stratosphere, and
ospecinlly in the upper stratosphere, is higher (12), Justus, C. G,, Dissipation and Diffusion byl than originally believed.
	 From the results pre- Turbulence and Irregular Winds near 100 lm,
sented here it is reasonable to attribute these high J. Atmos.	 Sci., 25(5),	 1137 - 1141,	 1969,
eddy diffusion coefficients to the mixing processes
generated by atmospheric gravity wavoa as they topropagate through the stratospheric region.
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-	 THE EFFECTS OF POLAR STRATWARMS ON THE WINDS AT THE MESOPAUSE LEVEL IN MID LATITUDES
R. G. Roper
p
School of Aerospace Engineering
Georgia Institute of Technology
t, Atlanta, GA 30332
i 1. INTRODUCTION,Y
For over a quarter of a century, winds have
been measured over the height range 80 to 100 km
t	 by means of radio reflections from the ionized toMni wan, aiuno 740,0etY
traits of meteors. Although sophisticated high
frequency radars (usually operating in the 20 to
	 t00 p;^	 I^ 	 V
40 MHz range) have been employed, not all of the
	
`;l5°;';i
advantages of the technique have been realized. 	 Is ^,w' Pa 	 1a,f';,1
In particular, very few continuous, tong term 	 S 9 " '121	 i•,
observations have been made. In the post, the
	
OW°, /to	 W ^^	i^ij^.	 \
major problem has been an inability to handle 	 ^^^^,^ 
the large amount of data generated b continuous
€ operation. However	 the revolution indata	 e$ ^i' 'fir' /,v' .;. g
acquisition in recent years had made such opera- 
tion economically feasible.
e	 j
s 2. THE METMUO
The radio meteor method of wind determina-	 '	 i
tion has been described at a previous AMS Radar
Meteorology Conference (Barnes, 1972), and the,_ $o
Georgia Tech Radio Meteor Wind Facility detailed e	 :9NAir«PPOAOUmcc
k	 by Roper (1975), The Tech system is a continuous	 ; 40
wave radar (using two continuously transmitted	 e
ir	 carriers 720 Hz apart to determine range) de-	 ac	 •:.$'o	 F,
signed to measure some 1000 line of sight	 re	 dopplers and echo positions per day. However, 	 010V 74	 acc	 IAN	 Viol$
z	
since the CW technique accepts echoes at all
ranges, aircraft reflections are a problem, at
times reducing the rate below 300 echoes per day. 	 Figure la) The mean zonal wind over the
This, together with time lost through maintenance 	 height range 80 to 100 km above Atlanta for
of the transmitter and receivers, occasional power 	 the period November, 1974 through February,
outages at the receiving site, and the need to
	 1975. The zonal means to which the contours
average several days, data to produce meaningful 	 have been fitted are averages for the measure-
	 r
measurements of the diurnal and semidiurnal
	 ment intervals depicted in b), c) is the
tides, results in an ap parent smoothing of the
	 zonal mean radiance deduced from satellitePP	 9
data of from a few days to two weeks. In order	 radiometer measurements, and is proportional
"_
	 to meet the publication deadline, consideration	 to the stratospheric temperature averaged
is given here only to the zonal mean wind; analy-
	
over the 100 to 5 mb height range at 82.5nN.
sis of the significance of the meridional and
vertical mean winds, and the tidal winds, is
proceeding.
	
	 lance data at 82.5°N published by Quiroz et al
(1975), The late December/early January warming
3. RESULTS,
	
	 did noL produce a wind reversal at the 10 mb
level, therefore is not characterized as a major
Continuous radio meteor wind observations
	 warming.
commenced over Atlanta in August, 1974. Figure
la shows the variation with height and time of
	 The circulation at meteor heights during the
the zonal wind 80 to 100 km over Atlanta for the	 fall and early winter of 1974, being predominantly
period November, 1974 through February,. 1975. In
	 easterly (as plotted, a negative wind is a wind
interpreting the structure present, the averaging 	 vector directed toward the west, i.e. an easterly),
interval details in Figure lb should be taken 	 is unusual, at least when compared to subsequent
into consideration.	 years (see Figures 2 and 3). About the best one
i	 can say from this preliminary comparison of the
An attempt was made to correlate the ob 	 meteor winds with the single zonal mean radiance
served winds with the zonal mean satellite rad- 	 data curve is that there are wind reversals which
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- stratospheric temperature averaged over the Figure 3.' As for Figure 2, for November, 1976
100 to 2 mb height range. through February, 1977.
y
correlate with the changes in radiance. subsequent warming trend in early January is not
accompanied by a meteor wind reversal, and just so
Proceeding to the winter of 1975-76 (Figure that we will not be tempted to think that we have
2), the zonal flow at meteor altitudes is pre- all the answers, there is a tongue of weak eas-
dominately westerly, with two minor reversals - in terlies which descends from 100 km to 83 km in
early January, and early February.	 Comparison late January/early February, which seems to have
with the zonal mean radiance satellite data, this no correlation with the stratospheric temperature
time available for three latitudes (Quiroz, pri- curves.
vate communication, 1977) shows that there are
local maxima in the radiance curves at all three 4.	 CONCLUSIONS
latitudes during these two periods.
	 However,
i there are not any outstanding features in the rad- The continuous measurement of the wind pro-
iance data - no warmings occurred curing the file over the 80 to 100 km region by means of radio
4s winter of 1975-76. reflections from meteor trails provides data which
can be correlated with stratospheric temperature
The data for the winter of 1476-77 represents changes inferred from satellite radiance data.
the most interesting set to date. 	 Unfortunately, The very preliminary results presented here (later
no meteor wind data is available fcr the first publications will
	 include the consideration of the
week in November (and the last week in Octcber) meridional wind, as well as the diurnal and semi-
{
'
However, the winds through August, September and diurnal
	 tidal winds) show a tendency for strato-
mid October were consistently westerly - tFus the spheric warming events (which produce zonal mean
change to easterly in mid Noveni;,er could well be temperature changes in the stratosphere at 40°N
'
associated with the warming of late November. which r-e only just measurable) to produce dra-
With the reestablishment of westerlies over the matic changes in the circulation in the neighbor-
whole height range by the end of November, the on- hood of the menopause at 34 0N.	 While such changes
set of the late December warming is preceded by a have previously been expected and reported at
rapid waning of the westerly at the upper levels, higher latitudes
	 (see, for example, Hook,
	 1970),
i° with the onset of easterly flow above 90 km to my knowledge this is the first report of similar
occurring a week before the winds at 80 km become behavior as far south as 34°N.
easterly.	 During the last week in December, the
satellite radiance data show
-a reversal of the 5.	 ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
latitudinal
	 temperature gradient from that
established by the warming.
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PREVAILING WIND IN THE METEOR ZONE (80-100 KM) OVER ATLANTA
AND ITS ASSOCIATION WITH MID-WINTER STRATOSPHERIC WARMING ;.
M
ABSTRACT
The wind data generated by an all sky, continuous wave radio
meteor wind facility at Atlanta (34 0N, 84 0W) is analyzed over the
i=
period of August 1974 through July 1975.
	 Zonal and meri.dional com-
9-=
p onents of the prevailing wind over the height range of 80-100 km,
r ;
at 2 km interval represent 5 to 10 day averages where the tidal com-
-s
ponents have been removed.}
Large southerly wind during winter and weak northerly wind
during summer at 80-100 km altitude is consistent with other obser-
vations and mesospheric circulation models.
	
Evidence of wave energy
r input from the lower atmosphere has been found in the prevailing wind.
t
is
The "minor" mid-winter stratwarm of 1974-75 is studied.
	 Various
a<
K
kk
f
t
phases of this warming, including a pre-warming pulse during the
second half of November 1974, are shown to have affected the prevail-
ing wind regime in the meteor zone, in a manner consistent with the
`	 latitudinal and vertical temperature compensation criteria in the
stratosphere and above.
F	 The implied meriodional mean temperature gradients from the one
F	 ^<
year of data point to a year round cold mesopause at high latitudes--
the only exceptions during winter appear related to the perturbed
stratospheric cyclonic vortex due to warming episodes.
r
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PREVAILING WIND IN THE METEOR ZONE (80-100 KM) OVER ATLANTA
AND ITS ASSOCIATION WITH MID-WINTER STRATOSPHERIC WARMING
1. Introduction
The general circulation in the stratosphere and lower meso-
sphere consists primarily of ultra-long wave motions, superimposed
on a zonally symmetric flow that is easterly (from the east) in the
summer hemisphere and westerly in the winter hemisphere, in approx-
imate thermal wind equilibrium with the zonal mean temperature field.
The planetary scale waves of zonal wave numbers 1 and 2 appear to be
i
vertically propagating modes that are generated in the troposphere
by a variety of dynamic mechanisms, and then transport energy and
momentum into the stratosphere and beyond. In addition, there is
a semi-annual oscillation which has its maximum amplitude near the
equatorial stratopause, and there is also a strong oscillation in
the lower tropical stratosphere of somewhat irregular period, aver-
aging about 26 months, called the "quasi-biennial oscillation".
r
	 Besides these cyclic variations, there are a number of irregular
short-term and year-to-year variations which are apparently due to
the tropospheric forcing of vertically propagating planetary waves.
The most prominent are the changes in the wind and temperature re-
gimes associated with sudden warming of the high latitude winter
_	 11	
stratosphere (the so-called "polar stratwarms").
'p	 On the other hand, based upon very sparsely distributed data,
in time and location, a generalk=	 	 profile of the seasonal variations
of the prevailing wind in the lower thermosphere (up to 120 km) is
45
_ J	 .h3Yf GSAU^'^n.Nnff++w,..,.L ».w..n.tn,.
4becoming established.	 Guvez (1971), 	 finds that there are equatorial
easterlies present throughout the year at an altitude of 95 + 15 km. -	 3
The seasonal variation observed at low latitudes is the result of the
slight shifting of the wind belt north and south of the equator.
Recently M.i.ni.na et aZ. ( 1977) have analyzed the wind data from many
years at heights of 80--100 km, primarily from meteor radar observa-
,
tions made at various Northern Hemisphere stations.	 These data indi-
cate large scale pressure formations of the cyclone-anticyclone type,
with similar synoptic structures as observed in the atmosphere below.
During winter the cyclonic vortex centered near the pole dominates the
circulation in the meteor zone at high and middle latitudes 	 (up to at
r`
g least 120 km; Gnovez,,1971); in summer, the anticyclonic circulation
is characteristic of high latitudes (north of 654). 	 The cyclonic
A
A
circulation in the middle latitudes and the ring of sub-tropical 	 highs
exist year round.	 Thus, the winds in the meteor zone are shaped not
only by the seasonal 	 variations of the thermal 	 balance at these heights,
but also by the lower-lying layer of the mesosphere.
The present work investigates the imprint on the general circu-
lation at lower thermospheric heights (80-110 km) of the very large
perturbation of the high latitude winter stratosphere 	 which occurs
;t
during a polar stratwarm event.	 Hoo p. (1972) using the radio meteor
technique at College, Alaska (654, 140°W), and Gnegoty and Man on
.	 t (1975) using the partial	 reflection technique over Saskatoon, Canada
Y (52°N, 107°W), have studied the effects of various major stratwarms
on the wind patterns in the 80-110 km altitude range.	 They observe
G
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ythat in association with the warming phase of the stratwarm, there
f was found a reversal of zonal and meridional wind from westerly and
southerly prevailing directions respectively. 	 Gnego4y and Man4on
(1975) deduce meridional temperature gradients from their wind data
r
and believe that the pattern of temperature changes in the vertical
' as suggested by Labitzke (1972a,b; see next sec Zion) in relation to
the stratwarms is consistent with Saskatoon data.
	
Other observational
studies, for example by Ryazanova et at. (1976), may also be cited
k^
for higher latitudes.
x_ In the present study, the radio meteor technique has been used
to obtain wind data in the height range of 80-100 km over Atlanta
(34 0N, 84 0W).	 The prevailing wind regime over this height range is
analyzed for the period of August 1974-July 1975.	 Particular empha-
sis is placed on the circulation changes observed at meteor heights
over this low mid-latitude station as related to the minor high lati-
tude stratospheric warming that peaked during the first week in Jan-
_.- uary 1975.	 This warming event is studied in the next section.	 A
fi.
brief description of the meteor radar observation technique follows.
Finally, the prevailing wind at the mesopause level 	 is analyzed in
r
subsequent sections.
2.	 Stratospheric Warmings
A.	 The Ittii.nan Sttha,to.5p heAic Wwon ,ng o 6 1974-75
r Since its discovery by Scherhag in 1952, the anomalous warming
w . of the winter stratosphere has come to be recognized as the single
most energetic disturbance of the entire stratosphere.	 Individual
1
warming events have been termed
	 major	 or	 minor	 depending on whether
x
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large scale circulation reversals were observed in the middle strato-
sphere (at or below 10-mb, ~30 km, level-) in association with the
temperature increases observed (of at least 25 0 in a period of a week
or Less), in the higher latitudes (Malntu466, 1978).
jk The mid-winter warming of 1974-75 satisfied all but one criterion 3
dg. 3
required to be classified as 	 major	 that is, the mean westerly cir-
culation poleward of 60°N did not reverse to easterly at 10-mb level.
Figures 1a and lb show 2-mb (-42 km) charts for December 11, 1974 and
;x January 1	 1975 respectively.n D 	 11	 97	 e 1	 re	 y0
	
December
	 1	 4 (Figur 	 a),	 -p
r
resenting the pre-warming upper stratosphere, a cyclonic vortex is
i
situated close to the pole and the cold center (dashed lines represent
constant temperature contours) lies about 90 0 westward.	 The chart
for January 1, 1975 (Figure lb) shows the state of the circulation
yclose to the peaking of the warming event.
	
Here the low pressure
s
center is seen displaced to a position east of Greenland at about 700
^
latitude and the Aleutian high centered over the Bearing Straits gov-
: erns the polar circulation. 	 As shown in Figure 2, a plot of the mean°z
z,
zonal winds, easterlies are to be found north of 554 at the 2-mb
a
level on January 2, 1975.	 By January 15, weak westerlies appear again
k and,within a week the stratospheric circulation returns to its near
normal	 state.
is
Figure 3, which is a plot of zonally averaged temperatures, shows
that the warming reached its peak during the first week of January 1975
in the upper stratosphere.
	
On January 2, 1975, an increase in temper-
` ature of 40°C is observed at the 2-mb level, north of 70°N.
	
Tempera- >`#
f
tures return to normal in the upper stratosphere only after the second
r. 48
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week of January 1975. Figure 3 also indicates a low latitude warming
in association with the cooling at high latitude (on January 8 and 15
contours). Fritz and Souteb (1972) have shown that for the major
warming of December 1969-January 1970 in high latitudes based upon
satellite radiance data (weighting function in the middle stratosphere),
a simultaneous decrease is observed in the low latitudes of both the
hemispheres and more importantly, a phase lag is observed in the radi-
ance maxima from low to high altitude.
Warming pulses of about 15-day periods have been found in the
winter stratosphere of both hemispheres, and are readily detected
from the satellite borne radiance measurements. In Figure 4 the mean
zonal radiance (solid line) at 82.5 0N is plotted for the winter of
1974-75. The peak marked II, during the first week of January coin-
cides-with ths, "minor" warming Jescribed above. In all, six peaks
can be discerned over the period of three months.
B. Tempenaxune Change,6 up to 80 Ian
During a stratwarm the height of the stratopause, defined as the
temperature maximum, can vary from 20 to 60 km altitude in high lati-
tudes. The mesopause height however, seems to vary over a much nar-
rower range, possibly from 70 to 90 km altitude.
Lab-itzke (1977a) has combined several soundings from different
winters to give profiles for high and low latitudes for a "composite
warming" (for early winter (I), climax (II) and late stage (III)) as
shown in Figure 5. Here, opposite changes in temperature between strat-
osphere and mesosphere (right part, Figure 5), and between high and
low latitudes are apparent. The region of sign change lies between
49
50-55 km and Labitzke call it "the pivotal level for the interaction
a
between stratosphere and mesosphere in winter".
3. Wind Observations Using Meteor Radar
A. The Gea)tg a Tech Radio Meteors Wind Facieity
The Georgia Tech system (at Atlanta; 344, 84°W) has been in rou-
tine operation since July 1974. It has been designed as a continuous
wave, all sky system with a capability of continuous operation 24 hours
a day, seven days a week with an adequate usable echo rate (Rouen, 1975a,
b).
A double sideband suppressed carrier continuous wave transmitter
operating on 32.5MHz+36OHz with an RMS output of 2 Kw has been installed
on the Georgia Tech campus, and a receiving site established at Technology
Park/Atlanta 27 Km northeast of the campus. The Georgia Tech r.an in sys-
tem  uses phase comparison of the sidebands of a double sideband suppressed
carrier signal to determine the echo range. For direction finding, ref- 	 a
ative phases between receiver outputs are determined by integration
over 3/2 cycle of Doppler waveform, ensuring that each echo accepted
meets the requirements placed on echo arrival angle. Data tapes at the
k	
receiving site contain information only on the Doppler frequency and
relative phases, along with a continuously updated record of year, day
of year, hour, minute and second. A series of FORTRAN computer pro-
grams handles the data reduction from determination of echo arrival
4	 angle, range, trail drift velocity and time of occurrence of echo to
the plotting of height/time wind profiles and altitude dependent wind
spectra deduced from the echo data. These programs have been documented
by RopeA (1975a )'.
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S. Uecompo4.i tion o6 the Mexeon wand
The Georgia Tech facility uses a technique developed by Gnove4
(1959), that finds a "best fit" model to represent data by generalizing
the least square solution. In this method, the zonal, meridional and
vertical components of the model wind at the reflection point on the
trail are assumed to be certain specified functions of height and time
containing arbitrary parameters. These parameters are then chosen in
such a way that the error between the model wind and the observed
trail drift velocity is minimized.
Typically, a polynomial variation in height, with a periodic var-
iation in time, is allowed. Third degree polynomials in height for
zonal and meridional components, and a first (or zero) degree polynom-
ial for the vertical component are found satisfactory for data that
has at least 120 echoes per grouping. The fundamental period is taken
as 24 hours with 12 and 8 hour components also computed. This choice
is justified by the ample data on the presence of large tidal compo-
nents (24- and 12-hour) at meteor heights.
The prevailing wind then, is the meteor wind averaged over a
period of 5 to 10 days from which tidal components (24, 12 and 8 hour
periods) have been removed. The echo rate dictates the period of aver-
aging beyond five days. Figure 6 is the height-time plot of the zonal
and meridional components of the prevailing wind for the period of
August 1974 through August, 1975. There are no data available over the
period of March 28-May 14, 1975. In this figure, isotachs are plotted
at 10 m/sec intervals. The continuous lines represent westerly and
prespectively. The computed error (one standard'deviation; not shown)
over the entire period under consideration is season dependent. It is
large during winter due to large variability of the wind at meteor
heights during winter. It averages to about 20 per cent for a reason-
able echo rate (i.e. about 100 usable echoes per day). The echoes
are sampled over the height range of 76.106 km, though the winds below
80 km and above 100 km are not considered due to large errors involved
(usable echoes outside 80-100 km height range are very small in num-
ber). The height resolution is 2 km in these experiments.
4. Results and Discussion
A. PtevcUUng (U.i.nd, August 1974 th ough Ju.2y 1975
Zonal component. The zonal circulation is characterized by mostly
easterly wind during fall 0rough mid-winter. Westerlies are present
during late winter and throughout the summer months (Figure 6).
The slope of the zero isotach during August 1974 indicates a
	 a
downward progression of the westerly regime. The westerlies reach the
80 km level during the first week of September and appear to weaken
while descending. A maximum westerly wind of more than 20 m/sec is
reached above 95 km around the third week in August. From mid-Septem-
ber, easterlies re-establish beginning from lower levels, so that by
the last week of October, the easterly wind takes over the entire 80
100 km height range. The easterlies gradually intensify until a max-
imum is reached by the fourth week of November 1974 near 95 km; a peak
value of greater than - 30 m/sec is recorded.
Toward the end of November, easterlies start to weaken until ar
reversal begins in the third week of December 1974. The slope of the
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zero isotach, agai n, suggest a downward progression from 100 to 80 km.
The easterly wind re-establishes, starting at lower heights Uy
the beginning of January 1975, and intensifies to a peak value of more
than -20 m/sec above 90 km duringmid-January.
Subsequent reversal to a westerly regime during the last week in
'i
January 1975 appears to have started from higher levels. 	 Throughout
February and March 1975, the zonal circulation is such that the west-1
erly wind strengthens with increasing height, while below 85 km, a
weak and variable wind regime persists'.
There is no data for the period of April through mid -May 1975.E
k
- From mid-May, where the 10 m/sec isotach is seen almost vertical, the
wind is westerly through the summer and it strengthens with increasing
height.
The Meridional Component.	 Compared to the E-W component, the
north-south wind is weak and variable in strength.
A
a' The zero isotach located near 85 km divides the northerly wind,
above, from the southerly wind, below, during August through mid-
r,
October 1974.	 During November, the zero isotach shows a progressive
establishment of southerly wind over the entire 80-100 km height range,
starting at 80-km.	 The southerly wind persists through the last week
in February 1975, with a few reversals to northerly wind.
During March 1975, the wind is northerly and around the last
week of March, there is a strong reversal	 (u > 10 m/sec) to southerly
wind above 90 km.
During the middle of May 1975, a strong southerly current is
` observed below 90 km (u > 20 m/sec) with northerly wind above. 	 During
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June, the meridional wind is northerly, followed by southerly wind in
July. From the third week of July, a reversal to wind from the north
begins at higher altitudes.
The Mean Meridional Temp rature Gradients. Vertical shear in
the geostrophic wind implies the presence of a horizontal temperature
gradient. The thermal wind, which is the vector difference between
the geostrophic wind at two pressure levels, cannot strictly be applied
in relation to the meteor wind between the 80-100 km altitude range.
However, qualitative information about the mean meridional temperature
gradients can be inferred from the height-time plot in Figure 6.
The thermal wind blows parallel to the isotherms, with warm air
to the right facing downstream in the Northern Hemisphere. Then, for
example, when westerly wind gains strength or easterly wind weakens
with increasing altitude, positive thermal wind (zonal component) is
indicated; this implies that the mean meridional temperature gradient
is negative and thus, colder latitudes are indicated northward.
If at the same time, the mean meridional wind component of the prevail-
ing wind is southerly, we can infer warm advection.
Studying Figure 6 in this context, it can be seen that from mid
August 1974 through July 1975, the meridional temperature gradient is
negative, implying cooler latitudes north of Atlanta, with two signif-
i	 t	 1	 D	 th	 d f th	 d	 f fh i	 N	 b,can rever	 ssa .	 ur^ng	 a per^o o	 e secon _ a	 o	 ovem er
1974 and later on around mid-January 1975, warmer northern latitudes
are indicated.
From the last week in November 1974 through the last week in
February 1975, the meridional wind is southerly at 80-100 km. Thus,
iduring this period warm advection is indicated except around mid-
January where there is cold advection at meteor heights.
B.	 The Ci4caea t i,on Chang ea in the Me tea& Zone ReWed to the
St to.6phekia Cikeutati.an Sy.6xem
In this section the meridional and zonal components of the pre-
kr
vailing wind at meteor heights are analyzed in relation to the pressure
r and temperature regimes in the upper stratosphere. 	 The period under
consideration is from August 1974 through July 1975 (Figure 6). 	 Major
emphasis is on the minor Ztratwarm in the mid-winter of 1974-75. 	 The
effect of quasi-periodic warming pulses felt in the winter stratosphere
is also studied.
In Figure 7 are plotted temperature traces on Atlanta longitude
(84°W) at 35°N and 50 0N, at 0.4- and 5-mb levels, the temperature values
being read from the synoptic charts produced by the Upper Air Branch of
xi
the National Meteorological	 Center (Sta{6, 1978).	 The values are approx-
imate and limited significance can be attached to the 35°N to 50°N tem-
perature gradients read from this figure.	 It is also necessary to
keep in mind that the thermal systems in the atmosphere generally change
N
in intensity and position with changes in altitude.
The Effect of a Strong Warming Pulse Felt During November of 1974.
x^
F.
The upper air synoptic charts (S.ta46 , 1978) indicate that during the
second half of November 1974, a warming pulse was strongly felt in the
upper stratosphere.	 Polar latitudes at 0.4-mb (-55 km) are warmer by
about 35°C on November 20, 1974 than on November 6, 1974. 	 This can
a
°Nbe seen from Figure 8, where temperature traces at 70latitude are
plotted for November 6 and 20, and December 11, 1974 from 0.4-mb maps.
i
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A warm cell has moved over the Asian land pass to a position 900E
within the Arctic Circle during November 1974. The 0.4 -mb chart for
November 20, 1974 (Figure 9) also shows two cold cells, one at 40°N
off the China coast and another over Central Europe. There is a low
pressure center over Scandinavia and a weak low is centered over the	 -
.^	 Northern North Pacific. At 5- and 2-mb levels (not shown), a weak
I	 high is found centered over North Alaska and a weak warm cell can be
detected westward at the 2-mb level (S.ta6U, 1978).
Figure 7 shows a warming of about 10°C during the tl:'trd week
of November 1974 at the 0.4-mb level for Atlanta's longitude. Also
note the strong negative meridional temperature gradient (35 0N to
50°N) at the 5-mb level	 (-36 km)
At meteor heights during the second half of November 1974 (Figure
`. 6), the easterlies strengthen above 90 km. 	 The meridional temperature W
s: gradient is positive, implying warmer northern latitudes. 	 The meri-
dional wind is from the North above 92 km. 	 It then appears that we
have a thermal structure indicated that will	 severely weaken the circu-
lation associated with the stratospheric-lower mesospheric polar cyclone
(i.e., westerly wind) that extends at least up to 100 km in stable win-
' ter conditions. x
It is then probable that at middle and high latitudes, the warm-
ing pulse that was felt strongly near stratopause heights extended up-
ward, possibly beyond the mesopause (80-85 km). 	 This conclusion fits
. well with Lab.itzhe's (1972a,b) principle of compensating changes of
temperature in the vertical, when we note that below 40 km (Figure 7)
i.
y
there is a tendency towards cooling in higher latitudes during the 4'
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second half of November 1974.
The Effect of the Mid-Winter Warming of 1974-75. The reversal
to westerly wind toward the end of December 1974 and return of easter-
lies in January 1975 leading to an intensification during the third.
week, are the lirinci,)ial zonal circulation features that appear to be
directly linked to the various phases of the mid-winter warming (1974-
75) of the stratosphere.
- i	
We have reviewed this warming in Section 2. As mentioned before,
this was a major warming event in the upper stratosphere and as Figure
10 indicates, on January 1, 1975, at 5- and 2-mb levels (36 to 42 km)
the Siberian Arctic has warmed by about 40°C. Its maximum descent was
probably around January 5, 1975 as the radiance peak in Figure 4*would
indicate.
The temperature traces for Atlanta longitude (Figure 7) toward
the end of December 1974 show cooling at 35*N in the upper stratosphere.
This compensating cooling in association with high latitude warming is
in line with the latitudinal compensation reported by F&. tz aatd Sot42eA
(1972) .
What are the implications of this amplification stage of the
stratwarm in relation to the circulation at meteor heights over Atlanta?
From Figure 10 we notice that he warm stratol)ause has descended to
about 35 km height in polar latitudes by the first week of January
1975. This situation, in principle, corresponds to Stage II of Labitzhe's
(1972b) profile for "composite warming" (Figure b). This profile leads
to a very cold mesopause near 80 km height for higher latitudes; and
to a warmer mesopause in tropical latitudes (Figure 5; profiles on the
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right).
At meteor heights we find westerlies, strengthening with height,
'	 during this period (a reversal from easterly wind). The meridional
wind is southerly and more intense during the second half of December
1974 (Figure 6) . The thermal wind is positive during December 1974,
implying negative meridional temperature gradient over the entire
height range, i.e., northern latitudes are cooler.
'.	 Thus, it can be safely concluded that the circulation changes
at meteor heights over Atlanta during the period of late December-
early January of 1974-75 correspond to the changes implied for these
heights by the warming State II described before. The meridional tem-
perature gradient at meteor heights is conducive to westerly circula-
tion.
It is interesting to observe that the descent of westerlies from
above 100 km during late December 1974 (Figure 6) appears comparable
to the descent of easterlies Or warming; Figures 2 and 3) in the
G
upper stratosphere, with the westerlies descending (implying gradual
f	 cooling) about a week (or more) earlier.
Now taking up the late phase of the stratwarm, the zonally aver-
aged temperature values (Figure3) indicate that the warming of higher
r	 latitude's is considerably reduced by January 15, 1975 and the low lati-
tude warming is evident in the upper stratosphere. On Atlanta longi-
tude, there is warming at 35 0N and 50°N all through the 5- to 0.4-mb
(36 to 55 km) height range. Also, by January 15, 1974, westerlies
r.,
appear at all latitudes with a strong westerly jet centered neat- 40-
45°N at stratopause heights (Figure 2). Figure 10 indicates warming
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_with increasing height at 700N, with-a warm cell at 90'*E.
This situation, in principle, corresponds to Stage III (Figure
p}4
1
5) of a major warming as projected by Lab tzke (1972a,b).	 As remarked
earlier, the 1974-75 mid-winter warming was a major stratwarm in
all but one regard--that the circulation reversal to easterly wind
did not take place in higher latitudes at 10-mb or below.	 We then
^a expect that at menopause altitude, there will he a positive merid-
Tonal temperature gradient, with a warm mesopause at higher latitudes--
favorable to anticyclonic circulation at those heights.
	 a
x The observed changes in the zonal wind at meteor heights over
Atlanta around mid-January 1975 (Figure 6) appear to support the pre-
ceding remarks.	 The easterlies reappear in Janaury 1975, ascending
t;
from below (i.e., 80 km), and intensify during the third week above
90 km (>20 m/sec).
	 The thermal wind is negative, implying warmer
northern latitudes.	 The meridional wind component has weakened in
strength (southerly) through January 1975.
The establishment of westerly wind towards the end of January
E	
fi
1975 ( Figure 6) from higher heights (i.e., from above 100 km) is the
ii
return of the normal circulation at meteor heights -after the dissi-
pation of the stratwarm.
	
The cyclonic circulation in the upper strat-
osphere is well	 established (notice the strong negative temperature
gradient on Atlanta longitude, Figure 7). 	 The cold mesopause has madel
a return in higher latitudes as implied by the strong positive zonal
component of the thermal wind at 80-100 km.
The Summer of 1975.	 The stratospheric circulation during summer
is governed by the relatively stable circumpolar anticyclone with east-
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erly wind over much of the Northern Hemisphere.
	 At meteor heights
over Atlanta however, the zonal winds follow the thermal balance.
a
Westerlies are present at 80-100 km (June throrigh early August) with
weaker winds at lower heights.
	 Positive thermal wind implies a colder
higher latitude mesopause.	 The meridional wind is weak and averages
over the summer as weakly northerly as suggested by various models
as well as other observations (for example, Leavy, 1964`).
C.	 Geneue Commence on the PhevaLUng Wind St uctuAe
It was observed earlier (section 4.A) that the prevailing wind
(particularly the zonal component) generally exhibits a phase lag
F	 r with increasing altitude.	 It is also observed (Figure 6) that the
IEs
FF
wind components are generally stronger at higher altitudes in the
t
meteor zone.	 These observations suggest an upward propagation of wave
energy from the atmosphere below into the region of decreasing density, 1
at least up to 100 km.
Next, taking a summary view of the implied meridional gradients
F
(section 4,A), it appears that a cold mesopause is indicated through-
4A
out the year at northern latitudes.
	 The only indications to the con-
trary, during winter, have been related to the thermal
	 perturbation
of the high latitude stratosphere.
	 In recent years 2ui4oz (1969),
Lab,ctzhe (1972,b) and others have questioned the need of a heating
requirement for the winter mesopause at high latitudes.
	 Their specu-
lation is that the winter mesopause may in fact be "cold" in early
winter and again in the late winter, and the warm mesopause observed
by rocket data (Theun et at., 1972) is probably associated with the
5
i, sudden warmings of the high latitude winter stratosphere. 	 Present
X. 60
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circulation system.
	 In spite of the very local acciunulati.on of the
data, it is interesting to see how well the variation can be interpreted
as part of the large scale circulation, and at such a relatively low
' latitude station at that.
1 5.	 Conclusions
In the present work, synoptic scale variations in the prevailing
wind over Atlanta (34 0N, 84 0W) at 80-100 km are interpreted in the
context of the stratospheric circulation system. 	 The period covered
is from August 1974 through July 1975.	 It has been shown that quasi-
periodic warming pulses felt in the winter stratosphere can influence
the wind regime in the meteor zone.
	 The minor mid-winter stratwarm
felt in the high latitude upper stratosphere during 1974-75 is studied
and various phases of this warming have been shown to have affected
the prevailing wind in the meteor zone over Atlanta in a consistent
manner, by primarily making use of the latitudinal and vertical temper-
ature compensation criteria in the stratosphere and above. 	 What makes
l►
this analysis particularly interesting is the fact that the perturbed
high latitude stratosphere interacts strongly with the mesopause-level
winds over a rel'atively low latitude station such as that at AtlantaIt
(34°N).
The large southerly wind during winter and weak northerly wind
during summer at 80-100 km altitude is consistent with other observa-
tions and mesospheric models (for example., by Leovy, 1964).	 It also
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appears that the implied meridional temperature gradients in the one
year data point to a year round cold mesopause at high latitudes.
The only exceptions during winter are shown to be related to the per-
turbed	 duestate of the stratospheric cyclone	 to the warming episodes.
Needless to add, data from more northward stations is required to con-
firm this interpretation.
P" Some wave energy input from below is indicated by the prelimi-
nary examination of the height-time variation of the prevailing wind
structure.	 This inference along with a possible explanation of the
presence of easterlies during the fall of 1974 (where westerlies are
expected to be present) are the topics of a future publication. 	 Finally,
it is obvious from the present work that the radio meteor technique
offers an invaluable source of continuous data at lower themospheric
heights for synoptic and long term studies of the general circulation
system of the stratosphere-mesosphere.
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CHAPTER VIII
MAP The Middle Atmosphere Program
This report would not be complete without reference to the Middle
Atmosphere Program of the Special Committee on Solar Terrestrial Physics
(SCOSTEP) of the International Council of Scientific Unions. Details of
this program, which is designed to be to the middle atmosphere what GARP
is to the troposphere and the IMS is to the magnetosphere, may be found
in the MAP Planning Document (available from Dr. S. A. Bowhill, Department
of Electrical Engineering, University of Illinois 61801). A recent (1980)
update on the status of MAP in the U.S. is available as "The Middle Atmo-
sphere Program - Prospects for U.S. Participation" prepared by the Committee
on Solar Terrestrial Research of the Geophysics Research Board, and published
by the National Research Council, Washington, D.C. 20418.
While the major thrust of MAP has been delayed until 1982-85, pre-MAP
programs are underway. Pre-MAP 1, which has as its focus a better under-
standing of the effect on the upper atmosphere of winter polar stratospheric
warmings was held during the northern hemisphere winter of 1978-79. A con-
certed effort to better understand the phenomenon of anomalous radio wave
absorption in the D region is planned for 1980-81, with the West Germans
spearheading an international rocket program to make in situ measurements
in the mesosphere during the winter of 1980-81. Concurrent measurements of
upper atmosphere dynamics using rocket released vapor trails and meteor
wind radars have and will continue to provide vital knowledge of the dynamics
..
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Publications produced under Grants NsG-304-63 and NGL-11-002-004
Evening Twilight Winds from 68 to 140 Kilometers for May 21, 1963, J. Geophys.
Res 68 6062-6063'(C G Justus H E Edwards and D.C. Kurts).
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Photographic Instrumentation for Triangulation Studies of Luminous Clouds in
the Upper Atmosphere, Aepl. Optics, 3, 399-403, 1964 (M.M. Cooksey, Z.
F Frentress, H.D. Edwards`.
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order of d thousaitldih ol'tt ccolilneler. T'he ,/iuol procedure 4 . 0111 prodrtre owguhll•
poailiuu dr'!rr ►nillations of 01 .3 nrillirtlrlialt. J 	 lnelhorl for ac'ciintlely delernlin.
£ irrt conreru focal !r'ugtlr,^ is also /areserite1/.
)
i
v.
A Method Employing Star Backgrounds for Improving the Accuracy of the Loca-
tions of Clouds or Objects in Space, Photo rammetric En r., 3, 594-6079
1964 (C.G. Justus,- H.D. Edwards and R.N. 	 Fuller).
Tnetruntentattion had been developed for obtaining triangulation photographs of luminous eltnuis in the
upper a mospht'rc.	 'These eluudN are en,ntivl ht the releuNe of chen,irula sauf h on sodium and rrniunt
- from rorketsi.	 The ►pniruuu'nlution bun hct'nilroed onitppruxnwte ly eight y lvwkel firings,	 Ih'arrlptioon
and operating rhluurtortntir y are gtvcn of the erltliplo4911.
	
I ►hnerValh,ttn have berm made from Iht' Air
I''orve rungen UL Nglin Air Forre liars', Florida, will If4rllotiotn .tit- Murat' Bane, New Mexico, and from Ilse
NAS	 lest fnrilil,r at	 \\`tildoptt ishind, Virginin.	 A imt,dified e,'rnimi	 if the 1 -:t•I aerial ra me nt with
7 in. (17.4 rm) 1':`2.5 optic 	 w:os iiseil and ououoted on lilt-in. (1.1'2-viii) searrhlighl rairringes and NIlc 51 y
gun direvitors.	 Camern control systems tliltn eh:uuher, fidttcial light symtem, ahuttt ,r anal filter syst(+m,
field intahillalion, uIld alignment provedore" ore dertcrit,ed.
r;
'}
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Ionospheric Winds; Motion into Night and Sporadic E Correlations, Space Res.
IV, 171-181, 1964 (N.W. Rosenberg, N.O. Edward's and J.W. Wright)'.
•
x
1 Abstract; Tow purmisteneu of night, winds and shears for more thstt ti hllltrs aftor aunmot
at altitude" betweell 100 and IN Icm was tivalitate d during fill! COSPAR eynoptie
iollospile riu willdm program ill December 111112. Tho 111utllod lost 'd W41H to r0ellmfl
the miltimill tl llm trails fl't1111	 rovIcuts hi-t-mven	 (l oll lllltl	 150 link	 N' ith tho times (of
re'leaso hy ing	 1720,	 Itlill, 21'15. and :./ '245 CST Ion 3 I ke vvieilivr	 111112. Tha. r1'lvosel :	 9
tllllt 'N 	 Wery	 1`e'slivelively
	
let	 lllinlltd's	 11Vf111'41	 mlllmot
	
fit.	 the	 1.1111	 kill	 leve l 	 Itild 'g
j	 rot minuCes, 'l hotarti 1'w mimite nand. 8 111111TH 12 minlite3s !most stlllst it, All roe'ketm
WI1110 la11nchvi1 froo ll the Ail' F o1'l'et thilf Test Italigo,. 10,glin Air I''oorvil 111 wo, leborillit s.
Ott it long ilutlu of N9.6" 11' and it lutitudo etf 29.11" N.
It is 114 + lit'!ed lhitt this is the! iirmt timi, mot it ll orllhllil lt;y 	or winfls: ami sht-ors i
thrimigh tht'	 h- r111,!itm has limn 111nd11 uvuiluMV. C4 oil II)ikl'iSq )IIH lu'„ nul+hl but
	
i-I'll
010 Willd6 and she.arsullsuw'ud nlltler night UI.Illditltmm with thi mu. toll' the prectel'llilig
twilight, l)W'lld.
I'llvol'yl11411 dltiells8k ,llm by Whitt-1114-1141 el 01. llflVV Slig Wite'd It Wllld $!hoar 01'1g111 7
ftlr slitirmliv h,. Iligh vitsi-west lowiraliml wind mhtfarm ill tllo ilmtlmphia'u will tow
Illitlll'lll milviII'til . tit'id will al't ll/l it111i%1 41 8I)t-6els ti) mtt'Utify thf'mt' illl,fl 1`1:1116Vl.'ly ^	 a
4
	 high	 Ve rtll'ul	 grfldi4'11Cs..
Tile 1n't + mi+ nt !!molar i-qu, rtm Oil Hi111111tultullllm llmumul'tununtm 111' it)I	 m1111urill wind IP
milt +Ill's	 (lllt`llslll'I•d	 I/y	 ('111 110111111itUW14'111• 	 COUPS)	 111111	 Of	 slltel'll o lil'	 l	 (hy	 mte'oull-
Ii'ultllt lle'y	 imillsollldes). 1 )(wiol'I'PIlvo lit
	
tout m1111111 Ultllalllvs tlf Jlat\Illllllll Nilill mhual'm
.11141	 sll'ltiil;	 mllett7ldm'	 h'	 101r111	 W1114	 liolllid.	 .111	 tl ll t '	 NOW.	 f111'	 V%I11111.111' 	 (lill.l/" W.
;1 11;1i'^ N.	 172ft CST,	 Devi 'llihi l l'	 i1.	 19152). s11111'1141i4' 	 h'	 W4124	 8!1111!!	 µt	 :IIS	 1 .	 1	 kill	 Coo
I.II	 Me	 and 	 lit	 1119	 1	 1	 Iml.lit	 11,'. 1.	 AIP.	 At	 this	 thiltt,	 willll	 shl olir	 maximit	 (if.
45 m/s lull ln4tring 85" 1'I at 97	 ;1	 1	 Boll amd ill* till m/s Imi	 lwar.i11E; 275" 1'% lit
1011 -,(: 1
	
lull	 we;ru 1'milld.
These data tuna to verify the eorrellation Lotwemi wind 0tvar and 13poru(ic E. 3
r A Triangulation Techni ue for Linear Objects in Space, Photogrammetric Engr.,
31, 1020-1029, 1965
	 H.P. Haney, W.M. Schofield and W.H. Wooten.
(
ABSlIeACT; Correspotidi:ng points ua films, hike!r from two di,lleretlt sites, elf it
li ieur ohiect itt spice raimol b(, paired dire to utikoawit foreshorteidug,	 The
usual triaugithiliott terhttigues imot be replaced by tit i1e)-alive scheme la solve
/he , probte pit.	 %Ire pt:rticul(tr mr1bods developed iot fbi.o patirr ttre most us fttl
' wheit graphical cherks of amilysis are desired. hurfher tit fire, Ike methods are
r litilored for easy computer In-ogrambig and the chmi(r'e h4 •h0que ( of the itt ration
trllo7t's rdSy noel gttiek couverg(wee i)r pairing poinls. These methods have been
i nsrd ou chemical cloud releases in spar( , to determbie whids (md -wbid sheytrs.
A
}
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Space and Time Correlations of Ionospheric Winds, Radio Sci., 1, 149-155, 1966
f (CG. Justus and N.W. Rosenberg).
1.
lonnmilterie wbiel pattern01 heuwen eAl and 1511 kill were %tudied I ►y distortion of a hru ► ilumineo6r
v41pnP traits releuwo •il fron ► rue'ke i4.. Fifteen 11-ails. 4.lusely paired ill 0111411-1- u4. tine . 441-4 . 4.1-11414.11- +d• I't•o.-
61-is .hoes ^trll • nig6 ► n wC rin ► e uiel :el pullerm, of npar•p l oil il l itill wavel4.agth, if 1164 . vrrlival 1-oee ► di ►6ate
is n ►e 41.urae) i ll iW4.gratevl , "ale height. lath e r than kiiopa l ugs. iloniit6luu wavel1-n glh is 2 •1 .1-xle
hcight...unilar in NI S and Ekk 4.uo6petiu tu., and pha.v progre shes dowawaril 1llen6el 1 wavelenµl6 per
night. Ih riz6o61all y al-I'd 16•ail..tal% V4 . 1 - 61, 31 Ieentil6 • displavelnelu rnrre.pnudiog In I ►oeiierntal gale.
of 10M ,
 •100 ka ► in N5 wind, longer ill EW 11r41161e s. Vi6wnu011-o p rgy eliisKi1141liou 14.un6 nh.4.rvi •el ev;6w%
is it signilipai6l he ,u sour1-e ;d 150 kill 6ltitade•;
Energy Balance of Turbulence in the Upper Atmosphere, J. Geophys. Res., 71,
3767-3773, 1966 (C.G. Justus).
Turbulent winds obtained from chemical release studies and turbulent diffusion observa-
iLions of gkibtile , expansion i •all be used to obtain estimates of the terms ill energy b:dnnc1-
Wivalion 6, = 91 + 1-d, a!here C. is the rate par unit nu,ss at which energy is ,liml it by wir ►d
,hears, and 1-:o and e 1- me the rates per unit inass ,tit whccl ► energy is dissip:tted ley 1)114)y:u66,y
and_vi =eous (4vels• 1100, to and e, are found to vary slowly with altitueht, having val ►tes of
about, 01, and 0.1 wall let;', te,pectivoly, lit 	 altitude	 M to 110 kill. linwnv1-l', n6 ill-
eroa Spn r:yeidly with nllilude.. 'this rlipid ins rortse in 1- d is trnponsil6le for the globule euloff
rapid anonealoos,liliation ta ► ke;e! plane during, the. porial uppruxilnat0y 100 to 150 seconds after
	
a	 obsen•ve . el tit au nve ► aR6 allitnele of 106 kill. Globule growth analysis indicale that extrvincly	 a
release. As globule diameters increase hcyond the la rgest settle of the anomalous growth region
they expand lit a rate Comparable to that of 111101L IV ulnr diffusion for n period of approxiinatoly
50 seconds, after which a transition to d' . ea t' turbulent diffusion ocenrs
k
Dissipation of Wind Energy in the Height Range 80 to 140 Km, J. Geophys.
Res., 71, 4427-4428, 1966 (R.G. Roper).
,a
(Letter)
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Atmospheric Turbulence in the Meteor Region, J. Geop hys. - Res. , 71, 5758-•5792,
1966 (RG. Roper),
In 1001 at Adelaide the atmospheric turbulenee vicar 00 km was measured month I-y month
l using, a spaced-station radio meteor levhnirgue. The characterit+ties of the large .wale ttrbulent
rnutions are found to be sit ►tilar to those observed in the iiorthern hemi;iphero. t'liarttcteristie
velocities range from 23 to 40 m/ace anti the large cddiesa are distinctly .1116otropie they have
a horizontal settle of front rii0 to 250 kill and u ycrtie tl settle of 7 kill, in will a gravity
ttav41 ^,ulilx •tt of t11rbalont uncruy. aht ,ttrn uto;utgrt,l otvr selta I'll (it ills to( 0.5 to ;11.5 kill lu re ('01111,1
to be cNinielerisliv of an amiarently inertial swetrum, amt the tti li11h+nt dissipation rate
caleulntoil from these sltnars shows a marked scasonul vtuiatioll, Willi a (uaxil(u1m of 400
ergs/g eve in mtumn and spring; unit a mininuim of 100 ergs/t, sea in timoiswr and winter.
There i.., u strong; eorreliatiou between the scaeional Varialion of 1110 lanbtllt,ol dissipation rate
and ttae enorgy of till ,
 21-lour component of tho mean wind, The height, shear is of partivular
interest, es, in keeping with rocket savor t rail wind analysis, it ftdlows an approximate 1,4
lauwur law.,
r=
4i	 The Eddy Diffusivities, Energy Balance Parameters, and Meatirtl Rate of Upper
A	 Atmospheric Turbulence, J. Geophys. Res., 72, 1035-1039, 1967 (C.G. Justus).l
t'.	 Wind profile and turbulent wind data obtained from photographic tracking of rueket re-
lua5ed chemical clouda have beau used to compute the therinal and n ►onioutum eddy dif-
ir	 filbivities K, and l► .,, in the 00-110-km region, Exponential functions having; u small iutIraa .,
with altitude provide u reasonable representation of the nicau Ki and K. values. The ratio
1C :16, the turbulent 1 1rundtl 11uniber, is found tai be approximately ctatstal ► t %bill a value
i`	 of abuwat 3, The nIV;III KI lit I(H) 1,111 Is abo11t 1;;I1 ur'/si;e, in ,reasonable +ahleemi nr. with prv-
i	 vio ll :4 esdillates, The oxponeulial funvtitats flit tit tad K. are also ust,d to ubtain reti"etl
I	 u.siunuli•n 001' I.be c11t:1-gy hilaliec pur:uoe(urs u11d tilt, turbulence bo atilig; rut, ill this ultitutlt•
rallge.
F	 3
s=	 The Spectrum and Scale of Upper Atmospheric Turbulence, J. Geophys. Res.,
72 1933-1940, 1967 (C.G. Justus).
Turbulent winds determined by photographic tracking of chemical release elonds are used
r to determine the turbulence structure function in the 90-110-kin region. The obsmations
indicate that the turbulence structure fuuetion is approximately isot •upic Willi a large, striate
of about +i Inn, 7'he tut'bulellev stt'uvl.ltat fuut • tion is 6,1111d to va ry,, as v''" in fbt I- to 5-kill svafc
range If,rtvevrr, owic is insullivicilt, observational data and theorelital bdtkg;ruund to deter-
s
	
	
tulue if this is ,t trito inertial settle rnuru or is u `psunilo-iii ,lint' reg o  ut wltr , h wind shear
prodta:liuu mid boap•;o vy loss are approximately I0111alle d, leading; to no not lom front llui
i
	
	 spi•clrinn. Strurlure functions of the IULIII wind prulile are also_tliseussed and related to a
g;ussil,le forni for the gravity wave *uctram.
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The Velocity Probability Density of Upper Atmospheric Turbulence, J. Geophys.
9
Res., 72, 2460-2462, 1967 (C.G. Justus and W.B. Moseley).
T
(letter)
Turbulence in the Lower Thermosphere, with W. G. Elford, .SS ace Res. V11,
Y: 42-54, 1967 (R.G. Roper),
Abstract. Results of studies of wind shears in the lower thermosphere (80-120 kn ► )
Iw, menns of observations of chemilumkneseent t rails and meteor trails are i
► sulmnariri:d. The motion is highly anisotropic - in the height range 80-101) km
typical scales are 200 km horizontal itnd 5-10 km vertical. The horizontal mo-
tions exhibit the chnraelertsues of an inertial subranga of ed(lic's,
The raw of dissipation of turbulent energy inereases exponentially over the
km,	 3	 10-2 W/kg	 03 kin. Theheight range So - W3	 with an average value of	 x	 at
equivalent heating rates of the atmosphere over this same height range arQ 1-50K
per clay. Turbulence decreases rrapidly above 103 km.
g Below 101 kin the meteor observation.; indicate that there is a strong seasonal
variation in the rate of dissipntion of tu rbulent energy; at 93 km a minimum value
of 1.5 x 10 .2 W/kg occurs in
	
and winter, and n maximum value of'summer
V 3.5 x 10-2 W/kg during spring and autumn.
Reply (to Discussion of a Paper by C.G. Justus "Energy Balance of Turbulence
in the Upper Atmosphere"), J.
	 Geophys.	 Res.,	 73, 455-4511,	 1968 (C.G.
	 Justus).
(Letter)i
r
Y= Atmospheric Tides in the Height Region 90 to 120 Kilometers, J. Geophys. Re s_,
:	 , • 73, 467-478,	 1968 (C.G. Justus and A. Woodrum).
Winds determined from chemical release trails in the 90- to 120-kru region (Ildolarily from
r. the early and middle fall season) arc unnlyzed by a method that is till exteosiuu of cite
nlcthod Well by Iliurs for the determin3doll of the dhirual title. This w0hod is du=it:nod to
raveul the prevailing, diurnal,and aeti ► idrtrnal conrlumonts.:1 dit ► euul fide is comlartt d Urtt
lure a verlienf wavelength (Ill -L 1 kilt)
	 ill agrasnt •f1t with tiro nun,uri?rwntw of Ilnu•s and
- with lidid theory pri • dn •l mts i'nr the (1, 3) mode. 'I'll; ,
 ubsorved 11 • ighl, vnriuliwt of Ow pre-
vailing wind can most easily be explained in terms of a wave tvho c vertir:d w;nelrogih i^
"2	 ± 5 kill, The snuillrvotl ulugliitude of the
	 : micliwuul	 tide inclir;tlt 5 tlutl	 here ist
collsidtvnblt	 stea."ou tl variutiou of this votopot ► ent, vilict . a large sotoidiurnal title has pl-C 	 utrsly
bc"n obwrved during it t•rwtls iwar the sutnnuvr loot wiotor solstices. Ob. ► uttl I'lla.-e dilfvr-
elives betweetl the norriiwat-d nml ertslrvaril volopoahat.9 of the prevailing and tidal wiuils are
ditteussed. Some suggl%tion y for inrproviimu•uts in
	
ibr	 tidal	 exfraetinn	 .untlysis "u•Ilutd	 ark,
also given.
Y;
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Some Observations of Turbulence in the 90 to 110 Kin Region of the tipper
Atmosphere, AMS Meteoro. Mono., i st 122-128, 1968 (C.G. Justus and R.G.
Roper) .
a
Somereveut measurementsuf turbuience in the 80-110 kit► rehioi ► ohtai ► ted by both tilt- radio•tneteor alld
t	 chemical release methods are anntmarized, The velt ►rity prokibility demity, the structtire function, eddy
diffu,iVities, heating rate, ;ui(I tht- altitude ;ant u:► tnual var:ittimi of the t-nergy balance 1mr , imeters of the
turwilence are disrussed, Some aspens of the apparent disagreement between meteor trail anti chemical re.
l	 (ease measort-inents are prescuted, ; i titI a prupused 4ivalitaIivv uunlol i, ifferviI for the behavior of turinitcnce
in this ret;io i of the atimi phere and for the interpretation of the especi0uental result,, 'I •liis model arcrifies+
i the s'ht niir,il relvast. wind fluctuation, and Iltr mllall•wak' mcleur wiml tliifvrenre, lit lurlrulem'e. 10111 at-
F iribmes the hrge •,cale meteor wind Iluetuations 141 gravity wave action. 11is,ipalitin of tidal and f;ravii ytc;tvt- energy i, propo.ed as a suurre of the Iurhulcnce euerf;v, and solar ,1,pct •ts of the c+.tvc • tn-1 nrho6-nrc
transfer are d ett—vil.
,
iiE.
s	
i	 Measurement of the Magnitude of the irregular Winds in the Altitude Region
i Near 100 Kilometers, J. Geophys. Res., 73, 7535-7537, 1968 (C.G. Justus
and A. Woodrum).	 _'
-	 f
(Letter)
y
i
t	 ^^t
Measurements of Tidal Period Winds in the 95 to 135 Km Region, J. Geophys.
Res., 74(16), 4099-4104, 1969 (C.G. Justus, A. Woodrum and R.G. Roper).
A method devl loped by (;. V. (rnvey frr ► fill ,
 ttnal^ sia of cur t4 ur tt'ind,, has hr on Itself
Oft elnmtiral rcleaso wind ttafa fputo ►'unto '.,. Velovill' vrroni
for winds trilh period, of s. 12. :lit,[ 21 hnnr^ %%( . et- coullaflovl in flu , 95- to 13s-6111 rlo,iun. Alii.i..	 liver0::u wield, assuulcvl to rly,rca:ata i •uustNtl pi'l.%atliii ." wintl
	 ;11:-o	 in Ihi,
;diitildo 1-t11n;e. 1,'orti . 'nl ttavehtti the :lid i11111s:: 110•fr . i'1 .ur0•.-i „i till ,
 1101-01 ar1l ;1111 vastu•;u'tl
,,	 k	 conti,onrnty of the pruvailint; Hutt tidal Milds:11v. calruhit1,41 411141 1 .401111mr4vl with rlwvlit rr•,ull.s,
lh-..Siiluiite funwm : 11•0i ,11.;11 Alriait to b y actin:; on tilt- 1 1 1„i ,actlfili g '1611 • 11:11 :11111 s.nli:linrital
tiih; in fill .
 height range from 95 to 135 hill.
Dissipation and Diffusion by Turbulence and Irregular Winds Near 100 Km,
J. Atmos. Sci., 26(5), 1137-1141, 1969 (C.G. Justus).
AIISTRA(-" h
A review is given of some recent measurements of the following energy balance parameters in the 91111-1110
hill heitdit region; to. the viscous dissipation of kinetic energy by shears ill the n ►ean winds; Oe, the viscous
dissilraturn of kinetic energy by shears in the turlitdent winds; e,, the Iransfer of kinetic energy (roil! file
Inviln aa ►tiou to tilt- tuthulent I n lion; et-, the transfer of Iurbnle ►►1 kinetic energy to liotenlial energy by
111►uyaney action; ;tilt[ e,,., the rate of dim4patifin of wave t .nertty of tides nod irregithir witals inlerprovil nsgr►v'ity vvavcs. sonic nn'asnnrme ► tIS of the growill rides of };lobular structure flit Ownsical release elands
s`d
fold tilt- growth rile of intirglohular I istal cos are presentell. Thestt dula indicate 111:11 111(: Jiff lsion oiet.h.t-
Illslii is a mixtuna td the 4"1)1 1
 variatifut expecled nor Ihr! aiiffuaiun lit u point from lilt initial position with tilt-
f, 113 v;friali,nl e41irclf-11 for fill ,
 vaarialitoi of lilt , snl,ar ► lWo heliveen p;lfi •s of pointit.
i
v
A Theory for the Energy Spectrum of Shear-Dependent Turbulence, J. Atmos.
1	 f Sci., 26(6).	 1238.1244,	 1969 (C.G.	 Justus).
:
ABSTRACT
.1 iLoor' htr the th.ee dimcrrsitsu al eorr; y .41weirttn, rtf ooark	 1.1 c is
prese nted. This theory is kowd fill the author's general mode f or s hear-dependent lurhulence anal a towlitie,l
1'ao spec red transfer theor% which alcvountc For tilt effectsof viscous lass, slw;ir prodaelimi, and im rl iai anal
w:incity gradient transfer in mrnstatitmar} • turbulence. The restdta w sl,cctral itaosfer t-, itiminn k s•dvt-,l
inclosed form tar tsar Vac ,rf Complete similarit y . The small i^avcmunl,or staliun:arY t c g ray' -Iwr'oltno is
shown to var y as k4, The ;mall wavenumber nonstattiomm sottition varies as k", %% here A can n:f%, %alucs
from t-a	 (lilt-- alimrnaiunal ,lwrtra are eomyuttcd numerically ami compikwd with tiac turhulrhee• >pectrit
observeil for wind tunnel Iurhulenee with a wide rallge of Reynolds numbers. The theor y stim.ssfuliv
predicts several features of the observed spectra at both high and low wavenumhcrs as well as in tilt- inertial
_. reRiom,
Ceti '114''
Distribution and Structure of Irregular Winds Near 100 Km, J. Geophys. Res..
75, 2171-2178, 1970 (C.G. Justus).
The velocity distribution and structure function of irregular winds nonr the lffft-kin Icvcl
are prownito.d. The iirrgular w•inili were: by tlifl'errneing eliemical rr lonsc. wind
prufila:s tlelcrniilwil at time-s different by fin integrid inullildr, of 24 halms flail 1,^' a•onit>utilig
the alrvialiem from the 3-day nn>an of winds at, tilt: saint , hate of day. 'I'li re is It significant.
vaiaaiion of tiff: ants irrf ,gular wirnl.s i,adwtlru tilt- M- and llfi-kin linills over which tilt v wry,
ine:a"Ificil, The magniftitli's :antl variation, with :iltiludn tic fountl fo h,, rca 'on:Daly -Itoilul.
fair il:&; alit:hilt-:! foto, Eglin :1113, hltriik; 1'moa, Arizi p wi; alit) llat 'lrtdos, live'l, Indies. Tlw
dist I'll ill tiolis ill' irro filar ►rinds rt rw lit depart OWilly 11(!111 it l:atl." iml distribfititro. In
parlit•iil:il •, •a lmv v:duc of the Haim' a factor hats Irea'fi nn'usurrfl colisiMi'll y, The :116111411 , :u;d
[hilt . -lrfiegn•c fufictiou4 fif the iro'gill r winds iudiv ah , it a'hararlm •i,lic vrrlie ::l wravrl ' . 11011 of
ilklilf. 16 loll :111,1 67111 . seals% of fill to 20 hooks. 'I'lao obiww' i sfruclan'c fraol r liuns carer ^.,o:ill
sal ales C2 -3 loo Gil• lilt- vi Rival n mOkit,! function about 2 hours for (hu Un,,-	 fine
lion) follow' it power Invy varialiuu Willi :f ►► expuueul• value Iwar 3/2. This nw.) rf:slip front :fn
a •m'rgy 'S;ier'trom of il'reguhu' winds Ihat. varits,Its (be --5/2 p»vet• of wlrvv nutldirr :mil
fl eflueney.
Response of Winds in the 90 to 140 Km Altitude Region toVariations in Solar
Activity, J. Geophys. Res., 75, 5565-5570, 1970 (C . G. Justus and J.E. Hicks).
Winds determined from .52 phntographieally triteked trails of rovkPI-borne chemical relmisl-s
fit 110- to 190-kilt allilmlo 1-an{te, munched between Cmtober of 19112 11114 .hole of 1968..
lire 11se(1 in 1111111 it rut •1-ellttion tutnlysis awl a linear rvgr41,mion amilysis Willi 61 venal sol,u • and
goolmigooie dislorlulal- l• iil+hl es. ib vsnNs iutlieai41 hull Ibe ahiuule iutorvill colwidt • mti stay
Ire III-411wIf up into two distinelly dilYl • l'41ni ret;ioos 41f solar ir ► Iha'lwv; file rt•r,itnls abov41 tint)
Llel+lw 1111 kill. Significant itlerel ►s;s in the goonw .. , ►efir influx KIP over if 1.5-hour inh-rval
ernu rwl on it time lit; of 21 hours lifter inereaws o ulmoslihoriv virvolalion below 1111 kill
magK+:.sl either It tl1wooto type_ (if inleraelion or an increase Ili the g( .4 mignoic field
stren gth, produced by vorposrtllm , rudialion which logs bt-161141 Ilse ell'ortmutguelie radialion
tool tu -onl® q uying almospherie eireukdion varintions. Aplaurolly eonlinuuus ttnsucialinrls,
Willi imlienfetl periolls of shout ono solar rolatiou, betweon both the solar radio noise
and the /.tlrieh sunspot t ►utuber It, anti the {lurthward wis p eontprmeul muKniludo tJmve
110 kill indieal41 that long -lernt variatimts in the winds in this rt-giou 111-4 1 relaled to siluiho'
vill'inl it Ills ill ,sohu' PI T Y rill fill ioll.
Thermospheric Observations Combining Chemical Seeding and Ground Based Tech-
n'quest, Planet. Space Sci., 20, 761-789, 1972 (Q. Rees, K.H. Lloyd, C.H.
Low, B.J. KEAvaney, and R,G. Roper).
Ahslrnet —••Two Skylark sounding rockets carrying . chemical seeding payloads wsre launched
front Woomera, South Australia (31"S, 13711) in October 1969, lit 	 with these
I
iring., tltc ltnivel"' ity 411' M laide conducted grotoul-bawd experimews on the upperatnlus-
pht;re wing the radio ntutvur 411d spaced receiver drift methods. This paper presents the nicas-
urentt:nis of properties of the nclttral atmosphere above 90 kin which were obtained from these
experiments.
is
Upper Atmospheric Planetary Wave and Gravity Wave Observations, J. Atmos.
aci., 30, 1267-1275, 1973 (C.G.
	 Justus and A. Woodrum).
ABSTRACT
f Nrevintisly collected data on atmnspilerit • pressure, density, temperature and It in& between 2.5 and 00 kin
from S,nlrl y, in/iudin ► 	 1lctcunlingilal l^tnkrt xet	 ork data, Roll IN falling; ^-phery data, grl1 it( It , rrlvasc
(tll(I	 04111L, 	 Mel C,tr	 \1111715,	 tllelilival	 1 .4-lease	 1'nIt 1J,	 tiil lclllll	 Ilitt;t, illld	 411111 • IS	 \\crl:	 a1111\14 . 41	 1,)-	 it
ILiil}' +IitTt ion+e molvi , l,	 tall rvull, (at tilt 	 magitilullt • l'' atnlnsphuic perturlcuinn, intelprvlcd 	 1S. a;rtiv ty
\\uvv, .u1d plitn(aar}	 \+avc; are presulted.	 1'r;lveling plan tar)-nave cuhUiGutit,n, in ih1 • LS 83 knt rtulgc
were I'mintl 147 have a sit nitic;ult height ;uul latitudinal vnriatiun. ll was fnunll 111711	 -115oretvl t 1-:nit 	 •\c;tve
density pert urbatilm,;ual %%im	 lire rulated to one another ill 	 manner pri •4 li4 Ie(I by grit vily-	 ave Ilu •nr1 .
deb in ilinn	 lion	 irlldesII was dvlernnnvd that, tun the aver ge, gr ►vily-wave a mrt y 	 for rt • Ilcl	 m, ul•s at all all
r t-vtvpt the 35 -7.5 km regime ttf 11141 nuseaphvrv, A
84 =i.
t
_. ».n	 r. ,.^.." *...r^'.^ttxs^•^t_ ws:hr x., z, t.+^.d:.c	 r w ,:tn-,	 - _	 ' 	 -
g
An all-sky, continuous wave radio incteor wind facility has been installed in Atlanta by the
Georgia Institute of Technology under National Science E rauodtNian spans+►r.hip. A double sidebantl
suppressed carrier CW tt •ansmitijr, operating mt 32,5 Milz , 360 Ili, with an rots output of1
2 kw, has heen inslaled 4111 the Cleotgia Tech cantpits, and a receiving site eslahlished at Technolt4g)
lark/Atlanta, 27 kilt northeast of the campus, Deuiils of the equipment, p ►gelher with height/line
profiles of mean wind circulation anti lids ♦ between 81) anti IM kin, mcasinctt front ,'.ugusi 9
it) September 4, 1974, arc presenied.
A Global Reference Atmospheric Model for Surface to Orbital Altitudes, J.
t	 Appl. Meteorol., 15, 3-9, 1976 (C.G. Justus, A. Woodrum, R.G. Roper, and
=	 O.E. Smithj.
t
ABSTRACT
An empirical atmospheric model has been developed which generates values for pressure, density, tem-
perature and winds from surface levels to orbital altitudes. The output parameters consist of components for;) lilt itode, longit title, and altitude dependent monthly means; 2) quasihiennial oscillations; and 3) random
perturbauuns to partially simulate the variai 'ilfty due to synoptic, diurnal, planetary wave and gravity wave
variati„ «s. The monthly mean mmlels consist of: M NASA's four dimensional worldwide model, developed
by Environmental Meccarch and Techool- ►gy, for height, latitude, and longitude dependent munth!y means
from the surL ►ee to 25 km; and (ii) u newly developed latitude-longitude dependentmorsel which is an ex-
tensim, of the (Droves latitude dependent model for lite region between ?.5 anti IX) km. The jacchir 1970
nu►del is used above 90 km anti is faired with the ntndified (Droves values between 4H) and I IS km, Quasi•
biennial and random ► variation perturbations are computed from parameters determined front various cmpiri-
cal studies, anti are added to the monthly mean values. This model has been developed as a computer pr4igram
which can lies used to generate altitude profiles of atmospheric variables for any month at any desired loca-
tion, or to evaluate atmospheric parameters along any simulated trajetaury through the atmosphere, Various
applications of the model are discussed, and results are presented which show that good simulation of the
thermodynamic and circulation characteristics of the atmosphere can be achieved with the model.
Turbulence in the Lower Thermosphere, Chapter 7 of "The Upper Atmosphere and
Magnetosphere", F.S. Johnson, ed., one of the Studies in Geophysics pub.
by the National, Academy of Sciences, Washington, D.C., 1977 (R.G. Roper).
bt
dhqAL PACE 'S'
Voijit QUALITI
Winds from the Atlanta (34°N,_84*W) Radio Meteor Facility, J. Atmos. Terrest
P ys . , 40, 891-894, 1978 (R. G. Roper) .
i
Abstract--A brief description of the Georgia Tech radio meteor wind facility is followed by a tabular
presentation and discussion of winds measured over Atlanta (34°N, 84°W) for the first three intervals
of the URSI/IAGA Cooperative Tidal Observations Program (CTOP). The pervailing zonal wind
E measured during August 1474, being easterly, is significantly different from that measured during
October 1975 and January 076, and is not typical of winds measured in August 1975 and August
1976, when westerlies predominated. The complicated tidal picture is detailed, but is nut easily
Summarized,
A Comparison Between Radio Meteor and Airglow Winds, J. Geomag. Geoelectr.,
31, 419-426, 1979 (G. Hernandez and R.G. Roper).
A comparison between the winds near 97 kilometers altitude has been made
from obscrs':tlions ot'tlie 17924K (5577A) OI line emission tit Vi iti Peal. Observatory
(39,YN, 195.S%V) and ^^ilh a 11tctuor radar facility al Allauta (34N, 8 .111'), I'Iont Au-
gust 1474 to Ncov.mhcr 1975. Since the oluival emission nwastirement, are mode
0111),
 al Itigltt, the nighttime InCleOl' ru lar measurements hasu been used, weighted
by all air-low emission rate hrolile: '111C r: ••ulls show general agrecllli rat in both
the i onal and nteridionul Wind vCetors, but Willi the variation, in the antl1liucdu of
tile: nocridionul Winds at the northernmost station (Drift I'eak Obser\atory) Iargrt.
than those at Atlantic, a result of the smoothing inherent In producing the meteor
winds.
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